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To all persons Interested In either of (be wusm
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, be M at Part·, In and
for tbe County of Oxford, on the third Tue·
lay of Oct.. In toe year of oar Lord one
Tbe followthousand nine hunared and ten.
ing matter navlng been presented for the action
U hereby
tt
hereinafter
Indicated,
thereupon
OtllUD
Taat notice thereof be given to all person· latreated by causing a copy of thl· order to be
Ished three week· successively In the OxDemocrat, a newspaper published at South
that they may appear at a
Parte, In «aid
Probate Court to be held at said Pane, on tbe
third Tuesday of Nov., A. D. 1U10, at » of the
clock in the forenoon, and be beard thereon If
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R. Walker late of Lovell, deceased,
1 codicil with i>etltlon for probate
presented by Su «η A. Walker, the
surviving executrix therein named.
an

thereof

13-1 W*·

Chamacjr P. Peer lite of Sweden, deceaaed ;
for .the appointment of Clarence Ε
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ones or some
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ministrator of the estate of sal·! deceased preAttorney at Law.
>eoted by Charles H Bt own, a creditor.
MAINE.
NORWAY.
Viola D. Holt lute of IHxfleld, <1ece»scd; peCollection» a Specialty.
tition that John 8. Marl ,w or Rome other »ultrtorne B. K'k
abie person be appointed as administrator of
the
estate of «aid deccaeeo présenté*! by Jennie
A I'ARK.
F. Hawkes. daughter and heir.
Attorneys at Law,
Knight lute of Sweden, deceased; will
and petition fur probate thereof presented bv
MAINE.
KTHEL,
Cyrus K. Ch.pmau, the executor therein
EUer* C. Par*
named
B. Herrlck

jl'KKICK
iJ.JUon
r

pK

Louis Gauthlsr late of Buckfield, deceased,
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Peter Gauthier, the executor therein named.

ROl'NOS.

W

( huiM X. Chase, ward, of Dlxtteld; final
account presenter for allowance by A. C.
Harlow, guardian

Dentist.
NORWAY, ME.

Hathaway Huh.'*,
t>HL«

iltf

Hour·—» to U—1 to 5.

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.

All Κ n.is of

Albert E. KoMs··· late of Oxford, deceas-1
ed; first and dual account presented for allowance by John Β Boblnson, administrator.

All·· Ballsy lute of Rumford, decease 1; first
and final acrount presented for allowance by
William E. Morton, administrator.

Me.

Norway,

14 Main St.,

Pipe Repairing, Lead!

and Iron.

Ttl«|>hou· 1:14-11.

Albert E. Roblnaon lab- of Oxford, deceas
ed, petition tor determination of collateral
inheritance tax preseuted by John B. Boblnson, administrator.
Ckait late of Woodstock, deceased ; first
Lucy
for allowance by
and final accouut

presented
A. Mont Chase, administrator.

Washington A Billing· late of Woodstock,
deceased; first account presente<l for allowance
by Lorenzo S. Billing», a<lmtnlstrator.
A Judioa Turuer. ward, of Hebron; third
account preseuted for allowance by Walter L.
Gray, guardian.
Lucy chase late of Woodstock, decease»!; pe
titlon for determination of collateral Inherit
ance tax presented by A. Mont Chase, admlnlstrator.

j. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist.
Tempi· Street,

Masonic Bloc*,

rear
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M.
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Churl·· W. Partridge late of Norway, deceased; first account presented for allowance
by James L Partridge, executor.

Abigail

HOUSE HEATING.

Agent lor

ftarah A, Lovrjoy of Peru, ward; first
count presented for allowance by John
Harl w, guardian.

Kranels E. Nhsw late of Pari·, deceased ;
«rill and petition for probate thereof presented
by Robert Ε Sbaw, the executor therein
named.
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What'· an Apple Tree Worth?
What ia » good vigorous apple tree

worth to a farmer? Who can tell? We
aaked the question a* we drove past the
young orchard of Mr. W. F. Mille at his
farm overlooking Webber Pond on the
road runuing from Kaat Vassalboro to
South China. It'· a charming location
And the orchard is one of the best Ben
Davis orchards we have seen for a long
time. Mr. Mills told us that he set the
trees some 11 years ago and nearly all of
them are in bearing. Many of them will
produce a full barrel of handsome fruit
this year. There are something like 125
trees in the orchard and a majority of
them will soon be producing from two
What is
to three barrels of fruit a year.
one of these vigorous young tree* worth?
to
able
figure it
Everyone ought to be
We suggested that there were
out.
trees there aud quite a number of them
apparently that would earn their owner
a thousand dollars if no accident befell
them. Mr. Mills glanced at several of
them as tenderly as a fond parent would
consider his children and replied that in
we were not far out of the
bis

judgment

I way.
The trees were not only loaded with
fruit, but with great large, rich looking
leave* showing the vigor of the tree and
its ability to earn much money for its
owner for years to come, provided of
course, it continued to receive a good lot
of nourishing food.
It is worthy of note in considering the
I growth and development of this young
orchard that it has been cultivated each
1
year and a splendid crop of corn has juat
been harveated. Mr. Mills tells us that
in his opinion this has gone far enough
and he does not intend to take off anothThe trees have reached such a
er crop.
great size that he thinks the drain is too
much on the soil to require it to feed the
trees as they should be fed and produce
a crop in addition.
For this reason the orchard will be
kept cultivated to conserve the moisture
and encourage the further development
of the trees and their fruit.
But this is not all, much work will be
doue in pruning and caring for the trees.
Mr. Mi'ls says they should have practically the work of a man much younger
than he is. He feels that he has done
his share of the labor in this vineyard,
and that now the trees are well establish-

presented
KeddlLg, guardian.
VODISOS E. HKKK1CK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest
ed, some younger man should take the
M.HKBT D. PARK. Bwrleter.
helm and steer the ship.
What a pity it is that we can't plant
NOTICE.
and then sit back aud pick the
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she I the seed
has been duly appointed administratrix of the [ fruit as a pastime rather than a backestate of
aching task that grows harder each year
Al'STIN J. HAYES late of Greenwood,
feeble rather than the
in tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given as we get more
But then we should not think
bonds as the law directs. All persons having reverse.
demands against the estate of said deceased are too
lightly of the pleasure of seeiog the
desired to present the same for settlement, and
that we made possible, even
al! indebted thereto are requested to make pay- fruit mature
if we can't continue to care for the niant
ment Immedlatelv.
ABB1E S. HAYES.
Oct. lAh. WW.
in size and efficiency.
as it increases
There is something to that.
NOTICE.
Before we leave Mr. Mills' orchard we
The subscriber herebr gives notice that he
want to emphaHize the fact that he
has been duly appointe·! administrator of
has been on the farm 22 years, and this
the estate of
JAMES K. P. VANCE law of Lovell,
orchard has grown to its present very
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
size in half that period.
All person· having respectable
bonds as th·· law directs.
I
demands sgalust the estate of said deceased are
Suppoaing he had set this orchard
and
for
settlement,
*ame
desired to present the
when he took the farm in 1888. He
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
would have been getting a good crop of
ment Immediately.
W. L. VANCE.
Oct. lrth. WW
apples the past dozen years and the farm
and orchard would have paid for themNOTICE.
selves several times over just from the
The subecrlUir hereby «Ives notice that he returns from the trees.
has been duly
appointed admluUtrator of
Moral: Never say it'· too late to set a
the estate of
tree but get at it at once, for in a dozen
KLORILLA A. Bl'KNHAM late of Ullead,
to the County of Ox for I, deceased, ami given Tears at the outside you will be getting
AU persons haviuir
bonds a* the taw directs.
all kinds of returns from your labor.—
demands against the estate of «aid deceased
for settlement, Turf, Farm and Home.
same
the
to
are desired
present
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
pavaient Iτ mediate!τ.
Maine Corn at the txpoaiuons.
UKOU«>K 1. Bl'KNHAM.
Oct 18th, lyio.
It ia dow an assured fact that tbe state
NOTICE.
of Maine will make a large and creditThe »ubacrlt*er hereby glvea notice that abc I able showing of iu product· of the R>>il
ha»
been dalv appointed administratrix of at the National Corn Exposition at Cothe estate of
lumbus, Ohio, Jan. 30 to Feb. 11.
ALBKKT C. McCSEL LIS late of Norway,
More than that, tbe state will probably
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and «lveu
bonds as the law directs. All persons havluK have one of tbe largest and bent exhibits
demanda against the estate of «aid deceased
iu the whole exposition. Maine will
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make have a prominent space close to the
pavnent lmmedlatelv
main entrance to the exhibition building.
NANCY L. MeCKKLLlS.
Oct. ISth. 1910.
It will be the second «pace at the left
of the main entrance and between two
of tbe large western corn-growing states,
and there isn't the least probability that
will be overshadowed
Delivered at any station on the the Maine exhibit
those which surround it, according
by
and
Berlin
between
Trunk
Grand
to the present indications.
Also White Ash twits.
Poitland
In the first place, Maine will have u
M. DAY,
large exhibit at the New England Com
Show in Worcester, and the New EngBr\ant's Pond, Me.
43tf
land association reserves the right to
•end tbe best of that exhibit to tbe
national show, where it will be placed
in the Maine exhibit. The Maine College ot Agriculture has already received
fifty samples of uuusually liue corn to
be shown at the Worcester show and
will probably have a hundred from tbe
seed which it sent out early in the season
for this purpose. This does not take
iuto account the many excellent speciwill come from other
mens which
account

Pulp Wood Wanted.
J.
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[astern Steamship Company.

SI.OO etrk way.
Steamers BAY STATE or KANSOJd
B. PULLER leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week days at 7 P. M.
Ural Clue Fare

Roturnlnc
Leave Central Wharf, Boston, week

days

at

7 p. κ.

Through ticket*

railroad station·.

sale at

on

principal

J. P. LISCOMB, Genera! Agent,
Portland, Me.

t. W. <

If In want of any kind of Klnlah for Inside οι
'utsMe work, send In your orders. Pine Lum
"V *a.l 3tila«lee on hand Cheap fox Cash.

•

K.

and Job Work.

Sheathing tor Sale.

(HANDLER,

W.

a

"e»t Sumner.

kZ/ii/r-O/f

You will

best there is made.

soon

want a

of any

Also Window & Door Frames.

Matched Pine

Machinery line from a GasEngine or Manure Spreader to
small Garden Cultivator, and the

Farm

Builders' Finish I

Planing, Sawing

make this a specialty in their busiWe carry a big stock all the
You can get anything in the
time
ness.

oline

HANDLER,

ι Will furnUh IHH)8S and WINDOWS
ili« or Style at reasonable price·.

the Maine farmer is forging right up sources.
The industrial department of the
You can't do it any
Maine Central Railroad has taken a great
Please remember that interest in this matter of the developother way.
to the front.

A. W. Walker & Son

Sulky Plow

plowing.
plowing much

for your fall
your

You

better

can

do

and

a

great deal easier with one than you
can to chase the old walking plow. |
And don't

forget

one

important
repairs for the
very

No Other

Eyeglasses

Takes the Place.

Torlr lem>ee are the beet.
Leave all other» at rest,
OPTOMKTK1ST PARMKSTER will
the m right.
Come to htm day or nightHe Is

sure

you to suit

With the rveglaae that'·
Ceaw here. *, it now.

..

a

it

bute.

NORWAY. ME

o.
15 vein expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,
Kennard 4Co., Boston.
All Work
Qiurutted.

A little out of the waj
but it pays to walk.

«β**, WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JfBWELBf.
Wltû Dr.

Paranator. Norway.

Maine.

be worth while at the national oorn exTbe railroad company baa undertaken to see that this exhibit is transported from Orono to Columbus and
back to Orono. In addition, tbe railroads of the state have undertaken to
furnish transportation for all the different portions of the exhibit from any part
of tbe state to Orono in preparation for
the show. More than that, the railroads
will furnish transportation for a man to
selecgo about over the state and make a
tion of tbe best that he can find for this
exhibit.
Tbe Seed Improvement Association ia
also taking a deep interest in the project
and will furnish some good exhibits.
Beaide corn there will be wheat, oats and
other small grains. A great deal of the
credit for the successful promotion of
Maine's part in the uaiional corn show
belongs to Prof. Bell of tbe faculty of
the College of Agriculture.—Maine Parm-

position.

er.

Not Enough Mutton to Lut a Week.
We of the Sait should not depend up-

A.W. Walker & Son,

every

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings aj.

High Grade Portrait
in

Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

βϋθθΚβΤΙΟΝβ WHAT TO DO WITH
WINTEH COMING ON.

Whether it'· farm poultry or poultry
city lot, give the ben· a warm
bouse for the winter if you expect them

on a

lay.
Lay out a feeding plan which teems
reasonably likely to bring egg* in view
of the best experience and then work it
to

tbe West to

tbe lamb and mutton now used by eastern cities. The climate is ideal for raiting
healthy sheep, the land high and dry
and better adapted to sheep raising than
any part of the corn belt. We do not
have the intense heat and can grow
root crops with a greater certainty,
therefore, should grow sheep equally as
well if not better than the middle states.
Yet tbey produce and feed, I should say,
1000 lambs to oar one, and profitably.
Yet they are from 1000 to 2000 miles
from the highest priced markets, while
we have them right at oar door.
If the West wished to boycott tbe
East, we would not have enough meat
here to supply onr oitiee for one week,
unlet* we were to draw upon the dairy
cattle, for most of the New England
states are devoted to dairying. There la
on every farm a certain amount of waate
land now doing nothing that could tupport a few good breeding ewes to good

I

THE CASE

Leads to the
a

for all it's worth this winter.
Give the hen house a thorough cleaning and painting or whitewashing before winter commences, and then keep It
clean all winter. A good disinfectant
wash would also be a wise thing to

apply.

Don't forget that green food and meat
almost necessary if you expect to
get any eggs in the winter. Chopped
clover and cut bone and meat scraps will
supply this need. Cabbages, and succulent leaves like lettuce, or almost any
kind of vegetable·, are good.
Pullets will undoubtedly lay some
when they reach the proper age and the
right condition of maturity, but don't
forget that feeding and care have a great
deal to do with getting them up to the
proper condition of maturity. They
won't lay very much unless they have
the right kind of food.
Get the poultry quarters into condition now. Don't let it go until the
ground freezes up and the snow gets into the house some night.
Separate the cockerels from the pullets and feed them for the purpose of
getting them fat. Then sell them when
they get to the point where they may
not be increased in size and weight with
a corresponding increase in the proportion of profit.
Separate the pullets from both the
cockerels and old hens if possible, and
feed them for the double purpose of getting tbem into good bodily condition
and making eggs.
Fatten all the fowls that are not likely
to lay during the fall or winter and convert them into dollars and cents.
Don't overfeed is a warning that is
little needed. Be sore and feed enough.
Better keep a smaller number and feed
well than to skimp the feed of a large
are

flock.
There is

no

real economy in cutting

Finding of

Wife

By STACY E. BAKER
Copyright, 1910, by American Press
Association.

Rawlins, reaching (or hie

own

infe-

rior timepiece, found in its place an
expensive watch with three diamonds

in the rear case and the initials
W. A. YV. engraved thereon.
Naturally Rawlins was surprised.
He returned the watch to his pocket,
carefully folded his paper and glanced
set

about lu search of the philanthropic
person who had effected the exchange.
The vinegary faced female wedged
in the seat to the right of him stared

back suspiciously.
A wheezing fat man, uncomfortably
crowded, sat at bis left and grinned
heavily as he noted the observant eye

of his fellow passenger.
"These street cars are crowded sunthin' awful, hain't they?"
Rawlins agreed. He couldn't accustom himself to the thought of this

man's pudgy flngere deftly Inserting
themselves In his waistcoat pocket on
a delicate mission of substitution.
He stared about him searchingly,
but the enigma was unsolved when
Twenty-third
the coudujtor called

street

lu the sacred precincts of his own
little used law offices Rawlins gave a
keener Inspection to this gift the gods
had thrust upon him.
Heavy lines corrugated the brow of
the youug attorney, aud he pushed his
thick black hair back into an Im-

down the feed of a flock of bens because
as his mind grapthey don't lay enough to pay for feeding promptu pompadour
The slim finthem. Better pick out those which do pled with the problem.
the stem,
gers of the youth touched
lay and fatten the rest.
A dozen eggs a day from eighteen or and the case snapped suddeuly open,
ratwenty hens will bring greater profit disclosing the pictured face of a
than eight or ten egg* a day from fifty, illant girl.
and can be as cheaply secured.
Rawlins—John P. Rawlins. Esq.-was
to beyoung—youug enough. In fact,
Comfort of Dairy Cows.
lu the Ideal woman, and this

Looking back

the year», we oannot understand the motive of the pater
who called us from our warm nest up
under the rafters, almost as soon aadaylight, to drive the cows to the Intervale
for their breakfast. The grass was rich
and tall but covered solidly by a coating
of hoarfrost that chilled our bare feet,
even though we kept the path the cows
made, and must have been just what
milch cows ought not to have fed upon,
for quite often the frost did not disappear until long after the cattle stopped
feeding and huddled together at the
bars, hoping to be let out, that they
might seek the shelter of the barn cellar.
Why they gave any milk at all, why
they did not have colic, and why our
farmers of two generations ago did not
know better than to practice such methods, are questions over which we have
puzz'ed ever since we were shown how
much comfort had to do with production
at the pail.
In this connection, F. B. McLaren, a
noted institute lecturer, emphasizes the
importance of making the stock comfortable. He says that if they are made
uncomfortable by being fed at irregular
times, so that they spend a great deal of
their time expecting to be fed, the discomfort shows in lower production. If
over

lieve

likeness corres|>ouded exactly with the
dream In his heart The great blue
of the face,
eyes, the flawless contour
with its piquant, retrousse nose and
determined little chin: the wave In
the heavy hair, the peerless neck and
shoulders-everythlng nbout the maid
summed up soul dear to the youth.
The sudden advent of that rara avis,
a client compelled him to forego the
pleasure of lingering longer In admirBeof the picture

ing contemplation
fore Oudlug the likeness of the prob-

able owner—Rawlins had an active
mind—the man who had come Into
such peculiar possession of the watch
had decided to turn It over to the police. but now—
Now the united efforts of the entire
constabulary of the town could not
have dragged It from him.
youth wished
And

yet—paradox—the

to find the owner, if possible, more
than ever. The riddle of how the little timepiece happened to be in his
pocket had gripped him witih an Insatiable curiosity at first: now. strange
enough, his sole thoughts were of

which left un entirely different impression on the lady.
"I do not know you. sir," she answered In a well bred voice, the cadence of which thrilled her susceptible
admirer to the full of bis rapidly beating heart "You hare probably misHer
taken me for another person."
eyes rested meditatively upon an approaching doorwalker.
"I know we have never met," began
Rawlins Inanely, "but—but"—
"At an almost Imperceptible sign
from the girl the floorwalker Joined

them.
"This gentlemun," began the girl disHe
tantly, "thinks be knows me.
doesn't." She paused suggestively.
The floorwalker, wise of his kind,
eyed the attorney with small favor.
"You had better go. sir. else"— He,
too, ended his sentence with an eloquent stop.
Rawlins, despite his keen admiration
for the girl, was angry.
"One moment," he said authoritatively to the olik'Iul. He turned again

to

the girl

you recognize this." he
asked and held the watch before her

"Perhaps

eyes
The maid gazed at It with some curiosity. "1 do not." she said. "To my
knowledge. I have never seen it before
Are you the—er—official
In my life.
propounder of enigmas here?"
The sarcasm was lost on the de
spundent Rawlins, who. with the iron
hand of the floorwalker on his arm.
was being rapidly escorted toward the

door.
"I'm giving you a chance." explained
the latter, "although I hadn't ought to.
The bosses here haven't any time for
fresh guys who antagonize the trade."
An elderly woman with gray hair

and faded blue eyes came hurrying
after the pair and touched the dejected lawyer on the arm.
"Just a moment." she began breathlessly. "My niece has been telling me
about it
You—you must have my

watch!"

"1 knew it." Interrupted the floor"I knew It from the start,
walker.
He's a 'dip.' old offender
madam.
the
probably. If you'll Just step Into
office I'll see that you recover your
without any fuss, and we'll

property

send this party down."
The woman stared.
"You are rather officious. This gentleman was attempting to do my niece
He Is no pickpocket. I am
a favor
of that." She spike coldly.
"Tell me,
She turned to Rawlins.
return
was the watch you wished to
it
set with three diamonds and did
sure

contain a little miniature?"
Rawlins nodded u happy assent. The
girl had Joined them. The youth noted
with an appreciative eye the embar
rasscd flush dotting her cheeks.
"This Is your property." -came from
Rawlins. Once again he took the

watch from his pocket, and the eager
hands of the older woman accepted it.
"Oh. how can I ever thank you?"
"If really is my watch!"
she gasped
She turned to Rawlins. "And you recognized my niece from the little picture?"

nodded

Again r ho happy youth
Words were beyond lilm.
"But how did you pet It?" she asked
wonderini'ly "1 saw that great. fat
thief who prabl)od It from my hands
Jtunp °n a street car. and al-

rui^nvd

though I promptly reported the mutter (·> the (·<»!!«■«· I really had given up
expecting the return of the trinket

CHRISTMAS OIFTS
LANDSLIDES
FOR SWEETHEARTS
IN THE ALPS.
Alpine chalets, as Swiss cottages are
called, look exceedingly picturesque,

perched as they are upon the mountain
»lde, with rows of stones upon their
pointed roofs to keep the tiles from

being blown away and with a background of pines or green patches

where the cattle feed In summer time.
Higher still the snowy peaks of the
mouutalns may bp seen towering luto
blue.
But. although the heights

the

above add a beauty to the picture
which uothlng else could give, tliey
are the source of many perils to the
humble shepherds who live with their
families beneath them.
Beware the ptne tree's withered branch.
Beware the awful evalanche.

traveler may loosen a
mass of snow from the mountain side,
which will then dash downward, gaining In volume as It goes, until It over
animal

or

ruin.
Worse than the avalanche, because
on a larger scale and therefore more
farreachlng in Its effects, Is the land
slide.
Harrowing as are lhe stories
told of travelers or shepherds who
have been buried In the falling masses
of snow, stones and dust which are
called avalanches, the accounts of land
common

slides form even more painful reading.
A writer named Berlepsch gives a
graphic account of the great landslip
which occurred at Goldau. In Swltzer
land, at -the beginning of the last cen
tury. lie tells how for a long linn·
the villagers had noticed cracks In tin-

green slopes of the Rossberg. a rnoun
tain which overhung their valley. Tinweather was very wet, the sky was
dark and μΐοοηι.ν. and strange booming
sounds were heard at Intervals. Still
the people did not think anything
It
dreadful was about to happen
not until they saw a great chasm
denly openlug In the mouutaiu

the|barn.

Plan for Next Year.
A great many people believe that they
are believing in the Bible and following
ita precepta when tbey literally "take
no thought for the morrow," and take
refuge behind that quotation when tbey
feel that tbey are not doing exactly right
in making tome plans for the future.
Modern thoughtful
acholarahip baa
abown ua that that admonition ahould
be something like "Don't worry about
to-morrow," and that ia a good admonition, too. But the farmer, as well aa
everybody else who baa the management
of any kind of business, must take
thought fur the future, and soon the
season will be on when the farmer should
begin to make plans for the next season.
If he is a farmer who haa been working his farm according to a good system
for more or less years, he probably has
his plana for a year or more ahead. If
he is practicing orop rotation, he baa his
rotation planned for years ahead, perhaps. If he has not been doing any
such thing, now is a good time to begin,
and the coming winter is a good time to
lay out a good system. If he has a system laid out, a plan of oropping bis farm
which shows the crops to be raised on
every particular portion of the farm during the next year, the fertilizer to be
uaed, the method of fertilising and planting, the amount and kind of seed, there
will be less danger of haphazard work
oo that farm; in fact, there will be no

the reasons for putting that particular
crop on that particular land and the
needs of the land for growing that par-

with the fair pictured face of the mysterious damsel propped before him. he
compiled an advertisement for the
morning papers:
under
watch.
calling at

Found,
valuable

peculiar
Owner

circumstances,
have same

ciin

Broadway and provint:
by
Rawlins. fourth floor
property
Rawlins was a wealthy youth of
good city connections He hnd graduated from Harvard the year before
and was now awakened to the fact
that New York Is overcrowd»\l with
—

Clients, from a pecuniary
didn't need, but the
ennui of a listless life was boring him.
stilling his ambition. This little ad-

attorneys.

standpoint, he

the flavor of romance
so strong upon It bade fair to give
life back Its relish.
venture.

1

ur

with

iiu«ri llncuicili

IStvup,·.

w

·«WH.W.

Every fuker in the city seemed to have
bought a paper nnd picked the Raw-

lins "found" an the easy money of the

morning.
The lawyer entertained the sly adventurer» with tentative questions on
their lips, keen searchers after Information that, in turn, was to be given

shrewd confederates, who
would follow up with better chances
of landing the prize, and coarse women who attempted to wheedle the advertised article away from its holder,
aud. falling In this, fell Into a vocabulary of vehement and Impolite protest
The attorney's faith In human naover

to

ture was sadly Jarred.
The keen youth gave absolutely no
information to the gleaners along the
paths of chance, and thus It came
about that uone was able to come
later with sufficient Information to
draw dowu the trophy. Rawlins breathed his relief at the end of the day and
again drew the watch from his pocket
and studied the photograph. One longs
doubly for the unattainable. The
youth was In a perfect frenzy to meet

the girl.
Several months went
Time passed.
by and still the young man was vainly
striving to meet the fair one of the
photograph. It became a habit with
blm to stand before the window of his
office aud stare down Into the street
In this
iy there was a chance that
his knowing eyes would find the owner
—

of the watch.
One day aa he stood at his

usual

ticular crop.
poluv of vantage, bis contemplative
The coming season of leisure ia, or
on a lazy cab, the latter came
will be, a good time also for the farmer eyes
to a stop in front of one of the large
to make any plana for Improvement in
shock of it
hia work next year. If he sees the need stores, and—oh, the sndden
of new maohinery, then will be the time -she stepped out
In a moment the long legs of the
to git· the matter some thought, to look
Into the merit· of the varions kinds of youth were fairly flying down the
machine·, and then to buy. Thi· ia bet- stairs—he wouldn't wait for the eleter than waiting nntil just before the vator—and he was across the street
time when he wants to use the ma- and into the store in another fast folchine and then buying In a hurry, with
seconds.
the resnlt perhaps, of getting a machine lowing sixty
to
that he doe* not like.—Maine Farmer.

Knapp, of the Department of
Agriculture, aaya that the greatest service that the owner of a large au m of
Dr. S. ▲.

It took the attorney some time
The wonder of it is that
he found her at all in that huge beehive of struggling patrons and clerks.
She was on the first floor and at the
He patiently
handkerchief counter.
waited until she had finished her purchases.
"I beg your pardon!" be commenced,
approaching, hat in hand.
The girl stared at blm coldly. She
was a revelation In beauty—all and
more than the pbotograpb bad prom-

tlnd the glrL

worries so over trifles that I didn't tell
her. Really. I never expected to see
It again. Γ'—
"But why don't you allow the gento answer your
question,
tleman
auntie?" laughingly Interrupted the

girl.
Upon Rawlins a great light had
The good natured heavydawned.
weight seated on his right in the car
had been the pickpocket who had
stolen the watch. Evidently fearing
capture, be bad shifted the thing upon
Itawllns and taken the cheaper timepiece of the attorney in return.
"It's a long story." explained the
youth—"almost too long to tell here.
I am a lawyer, with offices Just across
the way." He handed the older womUn a card. "If I might suggest"—
"You must ride home with us In our
eagerly Interrupted the
aunt, "and explain In detail. Really
I wouldn't miss the etory for the
Or perhaps," she amended,
watch.
"you can't spare the time Just now?"
Rawlins glanced at the red cheeked

than tor a muu. the needs of the stern

being

er sex

more

practi-

limited and

cal utility being favored rather than
mere decoratlvenese In all those things

which they are prepared to make
with any pretense of plwisure
The man who smokes will t>e genuinely pleased If some one presents him
of

use

this Christmas with one of the new

tobacco cases in whose silver shelter
fourteen little cartridges of the fragrant and favorite weed are compactly stowed away and accompanied by a
POCKET WBITIÎÏQ CASK.
"
flippantly dub us "commonplace, bat
she'll be grateful fur tbe gift later on.
Silk stockings are always winners in
tbe «ift line, aud pretty combs for the

bair.

ΓΟΗΥΚΝΙΕΝΤ TOnACCO CARE.

filler which, without any of the usual
trouble or untidiness, adjusts the contents of tlie beloved pipe.
For the automobllist or for the man
who travels-indeed, for the smoker
everywhere—this little gift is just the
thing he'll want.
When Gift Hunting.
For the exquisite, the book lover and
the traveler In one. whether man or
woman, a gift par excellence would be
a
beautiful book rack of rare wood
with much fine inlaid work, which
l'irds and
from
Florence.
comes

"I will be

yon,"

pleased

be said.

to rid· bom· with

A Dim· Batter Than Two Nickel·.
A professional panhandler approach
and
ed a man crossing City Hall park
demanded a nickel, wblcb the man
"1
good naturodly banded out. saying,
a glass of beer."
for
that
goes
suppose
the
"Surest thing you know," replied

panhandler unblushlngly.

Ric· In th· Orient.
Rice is "wet," that grown for the
most part in flooded land, or "dry."
that raised on uplands. Its growth in
those regions where civilization has
least Is pathetic. Parts of

penetrated

he east are still covered with virgin
forest of tall trees. Uuderneath all l>dark lu heavy shade. Creepers twine
all topped
up hundreds of feet and are
off with indescribable orchids, all huntthick
ing for air and sunshine, in the
wood a suitable spot Is chosen, for rice
ι

Underthey must bare or starve.
growth Is cut out and staked and
hedged around to make a fence for the
\
little rice farm.-Exchange.
Foxfllov·.

In some places in England the foxglove is regarded with awe as a
witches· flower." the peasants saying
the
that ι he witches use the bells of
oiosKoins as thimbles. In most parts.
However.1 the "wee sma' folk that bode
ill" are tbe beings that "sweetly
nestle In tbe foxglove bells," and In
lreinud tbe plant is called the ialry
<io

rap.

stun-

a

The stress aud strain of tbe day'·
work never seem to make tbe business girl oblivious to tbe fact that her
nose may be shiny and that a Judicious bag of powder will add us much
to her well being as the drop of oil given the rod of her typewriting machine.
In offier words, if you give tbe business
girl a smart little powder bag. sucb as
the one to be seen in the illustration,

she will bless you as loug as the vunity
She can conveniently diecase lasts.

Kelt
of Chinese embroidery.
are welcome offer! ugs.

covers

plus and buckles

Give Her a Placque.
If you give your best girl a pendant
she will be charmed, but should you
select the latest ornament from gay

was

that they felt their danger.
Theu the whole side of the mountain
began to slide dowuward: faster and
faster it came, bringing with it huge
rocks and crushing and burying ev
erything which opposed Its progress.
Among those who were thus bulled
were the little daughter and the maid
servant of a man named Wiget. The

Little <lal· of powder.
Little speck of paint.
Make the little freckle
Look as though It ain't.

and his sons saved themselves by
running away, but his wife ran back
to rescue her Infant child, and mother
Frances·
and baby were both killed.
ca, the servant, and Marianne, the little girl, though both injured, were not
mai:

killed outright.
When the awful shock was passed
the maid awoke to find herself covered with earth and to hear the faint
cries of the child for help.
She could not move, neither could
Marianne, bruised as they were beneath the fallen earth and timber.
But it was some comfort to hear
each other speak, and the brave senant fill did all she could to keep up

party of men were come to dig them
out. After being buried «live for more
than fourteen hours they were brought
safely home and long lived tu tell of
their marvelous rescue.

a

An Exciting Ride.
"Liorp is old 1 >1ιικ Doug's motorcar,"
s;iid sly old Fox to his frieud Billle
"Let's go for u ride."
Bear

«

pose ol the little bay in lier pocket and
surreptitiously give lier nose a dab
that will add to her satisfaction during
the day.
The useful trill·· is to b<* purchased at
most department stores and comes in
Christmas box decorated with sprays
There is a «lass In one secof holly
tion. and in tbe other a pocket conceals
a tiny chamois bag tilled with powder.
Small incisions have to be made in the
chamois to allow for the outlet of the
a

Ft.ACyt'r, THE NEW OUNAMKNT.

LA

Paree, "la placqne," she will love you

better than ever, fur It's the smartest
thing we've had in jewelry for iuan\
moons.

This novelty Is a round medallion
about the size of a silver dollar and Is
of platinum or silver, but never of
Pearls, gold or colored stones
gold.
are Incrustod on the surface, and de-

lightful color
by enamels.

powder.
An Ivory Toilet Set.
"I've put rnj silver set away and
now use the ivory toilet set Aunt
Marlon sent me last Christmas." was

combinations are secured

/'

The little ornament is worn around
tine gold
the neck suspended on
chain or a narrow velvet ribbon with
Jeweled slides.

X

The Smart Vanity Set.
like dangling trinkets, and
here's an invention that is both swagIt consists of a
ger and convenient.
number of toilet accessories made of
solid gold or silver dangling from a
In the set pictured the arbracelet.
ticles reading from left to right nre
All

girls

lip salve holder, coin purse, powder
To these is
box and eyebrow pencil
sometimes added for the very up to
ινοιιγ toilet skt.

Γ

pertinent remark made recently by a g,rl who is successfully
working her way tu a good salary If
the very

fame. Ves. there are such comand smartness about the new
Ivory toilet sets that every girl Is pleasit is. however, much
ed with them,
better to give one or two pieces at a
time of the very l>est quality of Ivory
than t<> try tu cover a larger field.
nut to

fort

"I'm an

"I.et Die drive," said Fox.

expert motorist."
"All right," replied Rear. "Be careful not to exceed the speed limit."
But, as might be expected, old Fox
drove very recklessly, and this Is the

HAWAII'S BIG VOLCANO.

"And. by

much counter and fill up. Maybe you
don't realize that getting change over
(he bar gives a man a certain tone
(bat doesn't belong to blm If he Just
coughs up a nickel."—New York Sun

umbrella if it lias

sudside

the way. while we are on the subject.
1 have now In my possession two nickten
els. Would you mind giving me a
cent piece for them?"
the
"1 will on one condition," said

aroused
man, whose curiosity was
"What's the answer7"
"Well, you see. it's this way," exa
plained the panhandler. "If 1 bave
dime 1 go into a saloon and ask for
I hare a nickel comeback, which
beer
enables me to amble over to the free

an

scrolls in intricate designs are deftly
shown in woods of varying hues. For
the man or woman bridge fiend there
are bridge score pads supplied with

carriage."

Rlrl.

or

uiug handle.
Handy Powder Bag.

very

they are made uncomfortable by having ly
lone ago.
the little child's courage.
the maid In the case. He longed to
poor bed, by being ronghly bandied,
"It was my first day in the city."
become ac
All night long tliey lay in the dark,
by having a dog set on them, or by be- meet her He wanted to
she continued. "I live In New Orleans,
sorely oppressed by the weight upon
ing left out in the cold or allowed to go qnalnted with her.
must know, and I am only visitheard the Joyful
them: then they
The attorney was bothered with no you
thirsty, these conditions result in decreased production. He emphasized the clieiits that day. and In the afternoon, ing here. Marie—she is my sister- sound of human voices and found that

fact that one of the great advantages of
weighing the milk every day, from each
cow, is that it gives one a quick check
on any condition that brings about discomfort to his animals. If any cow
shows a dropping off of her milk flow,
as a rule a little observation will show
that she has been made uncomfortable
in some of the ways mentioned above;
and, knowing these facts, the farmer is
able to check these unfavorable conditions quickly.
One of the points that Mr. McLaren
especially emphasizes is the importance
of not allowing the cows to stay out iu
the winter when they are uncomfortable.
He states that a good way to determine
this is to take off your coat and go out
in the yard with the cows, stand around
and act just as the cows do. When you
begin to feel uncomfortable and feel like
going into the house, put the cows in

It Is always much easier to choose
acceptable present for a woiïian

a

whelms houses, trees, people, every
thing which obstructs the way. In one

give 1η·γ a lx>ok. and don't send an
edition of Ibseu to tbe girl who loves
the lightest kind of fiction, or vie·
versa. Handkerchiefs and gloree ehe'U

an

This, we know, was the peasant's
warning to the Alpine climber. But
it is not only the climber who suffers
from the avalanche. There Is danger
for those who dwell upon Its path. A
slight movement on the part of an

a

mon«y could render the commonwealth
would be to devote it to the aiding woradvantage.
thy, industrious and thrifty men in the
ownership of rural homea, for the followDon't put a pig In a 10 by 18 pen with ing reason·. The public land· suitable
little or no shelter from sun or storms for homeafada have nearly all paaaed
and feed him nothing but oorn or dish- Into private ownership and value· are
be
water, and expeot him to make yon ι advanoing so rapidly that it will soon
Feed him η balanced ration, almost impossible for the laborer to pur-

profit.

I She GIRL IN

of th· savings of toll. ised.
glre him plenty of exercise, a nice chase a home oat
will determine
"I have here," said the lawyer.
place to sleep, keep salt and aihae con- The next thirty year·
tinually before him, let him have aoceea whether the land will be owned by the *sometblng that I believe belongs to
ultiwill
to good water, keep the lice off him and mass— or by the few and this
you." He smiled In what he evidently
there are few thinga that yon oan de mately moid tbeoharaoter of onr governbelieved
to be a courteous manner, but
1
civilization.
oar
SOUTH PARIS. that brlcg you more profit than the hog. ment and finally

L M. TUFTS.
Nick·!· St.,

▲ FEW

Notts.

supply onr markets with such thing as haphazard work, and the
conceivable form of meat, says H. probabilities of a good crop will have
Neel Gibson, in the Shepherd's Journal. been Increased because the farmer will
We should at least raise a great portion of have undoubtedly given consideration to

on

Picture Frames
THE. FAC*

ment of Maine agriculture and in this
specific instance will aid materially In
assisting Maine to make a show that will

item, you can get
machines you buy here.

South Paris, Main·.

Poultry

AMONG THE FARMERS.

With the Modern
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«late

pirl

course,

lesult Besides damaging the fence,
they also smashed up Mr. Ding Dong's
new motor.

Russian Peasant Weddings.
means
A peasant wedding lu Russia
and
a festival for the whole village
often for the young people from neighvillages as well. Weeks before

boring

asthe eventful day the young girls
semble at the home of the bride to help
with
lier sew. The bridegroom comes
his men friends to treat them to nuts

sweets.
Appropriate songs are
sung, and the bridegroom's generosity
Is put to the test. One of the girls
holds out to him α plate, and If he puts
him a
dowu α silver coin they sing
if be
but
of
full
compliments,
song
to be able
gives copper and Is known
The
to alTord more mockery follows.
whole village Is Invited to the mar
riage ceremony, which Is performed
with all the ancient superstitious rites

Retribution.
"You are charged with allowing your
family only 15 cents a day for auste-

:ι cigarette ens». with, of
tiny receptacle for

These sets won't do for the nervous
woman. tor their jangling and tinkliug
ure very pronounced ass the wearer
walks.

The Walking Stick In Again.
are year* when the walking
not carried b.v men. but this
is not an off sea»i n. so why not buy
the man a stunnint; stick of rneernchaum wood with the ever popular
with silver on
straight bundle
which the monogram of the prospective owner is engraved'!

There
Btick is

FOii BUSINESS Glr.LS

und

and solemuities.

a

There Is no safer investment in in*
way of a Christmas present for any
woman, young or old. than a scarf Hi.ii

may be u»ed for afternoon and cv.mi
iug wear Scarfs are the direct out
come of the vogue for tunics, fichus
berthas and draped skirts thai have
invaded the fashions this winter. One
scarf can serve a uumber of purposes
It can be used as fichu ou a house
gown or worn as a shoulder cape under

the evening cloak or adapted to serve
as a headdress.

nee."
"That'* all I do allow, your honor,
and It is enongb."
"Knongh to feed a wife and six chil(iii

Pocket Writing Case.
Why not give her a stationary writing case? You can buy such a convenience for 12.25 of fine durable leather
dren ξ;"
which holds a quire of papcj·. envel"So I coutend."
opes, fountain pen and stamps. Or a
"Five hundred dollars for contempt good print neatly framed to haug in
Nobody can call .1 his court a fool and her room Is an* acceptable gift, and
it"—Philadelphia even a calendar, if artistic, is not to be
away
get
»
do be careful If you
Ledger.
deaptaed.

wlt^

Jut

J

Α

L

(

Curious Relics of Lava It Has Left In
the Forests.
Hawaii possesses one of the greatest
natural wonders of the present day
world-a live volcano as high as Vesuvius and twice Its diameter.
Kllauea. on the island of Hawaii,
stands thirty miles from the sea In a
mountain range In which are three
lead volcanoes and one partially alive.
This last, called Mauna Loa. from time
to time sends streams of lava down
Its slopes. lu 1881 three streams burst
forth from the sides of this mountain,
irnl one of them came within threequarters of a mile of Hllo. the chief
There have been
îlty of the Island
several outbreaks of Kilaue-t In the
last hundred years. In 1840 there was
ι brilliant eruption of lava, the light
3f which. It was said, could be eeeu a
hundred miles away, while at the distance of forty miles oue could read

print

at

midnight.

Where the lava flowed through the
forest it has left curious relics Id lava
irvhes, bridges and great vases. These
rases were formed by the lava piling
Itself about some lofty tree trunk,
burning away the wood within and

tilling the upper part of the tree. Id
the course of time seeds were depositxl Id the open top. filled with decaying
bark, until now there Is a gigantic
lava vase, holding ferns and flowers
înd vines.—Exchange.
Oil of the Porpoise.
The poqioises killed In winter are
the fattest and produce most oil. The
feet
largest size measure about seven
In leugth, five feet In girth and weigh
Su< b a pon»olse
about 300 pound*.
from six to seven gallons of oil.

yields

The blubber of η big porpoise weighs
about 100 pounds and Is one and a
half Inches thick In summer and two
in winter. The Jaws of the porpoise
When
yield a su|>erlor quality of oil.
**»*·.·
liuug up in the sun it rflnûllrf—
for the puruwa.v 'into cans provided
uf ull thus procurpose. the quantity
than half
ai. however. I>eing not more
The oil from the
a pint to the Jaw.
I»
au excellent light and
!i;j;

,»"é

give*

den·: nd along the coast for litrbcIt bas uo offeuslv e odor.
uuuse u*u.
i»i

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

X8TABLISHSD 1«53.

BuckfMd.

B«tb«l.
Mr. Fred Chandler and family of Auburn spent Sunday in Bethel.
Monday evening the Christian Endeavor served a Hallowe'en supper at
Garland Chapel. At the entranoe one
was greeted by smiling jack-o'-lanterns.
At the door guests were met by a witchlike figure who had oharge of the financial part of the supper. In the chapel

West Perl».

▲boot twenty members of Good Faith
The entertainment to be given In Good
of Rebekahs went to Turner for a
Lodge
the
with
in
connection
Will Hall Not. 10,
fraternal visit Tuesday evening and reIN
ALL
of
WEEK
will
consist
THE
OF
UOINOS
THE
annual chicken pie sapper,
I3«UKD TUB8DAY8.
port a very enjoyable time.
vocal and instrumental music and the
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Mayflower Chapter, Ο. E. S., initiated
with
of
Game
'Ά
Chees,"
comedy,
two members Friday evening. The work
of
characters:
cast
the
following
wan followed by a banquet.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, ΝΟΥ. S, 1910.
Paris HIU.
Klsher Plodder, an absent-minded man who 1·
Hon. and Mra. E. L. Parrls of Paria
a manual on "The Art of Cultivating
writing
W.
F.
Θ.
Hill,
ϋβτ.
puFirst Baptist Church,
Hill were calling on friends here TuesCarroll Bacon.
the Memorv,"
at 10*» a. M.
Sumlay
tor.
every
hi·
FORBES,
In
A
Preaching
consist·
Τ
whoae
WOOD
A
pride
Major Turlington,
the jack o'- day.
Sunday School at 12- Sabbath evening service
Charle· F. Barden. only the dim lights from
Invincibility at che»·,
Mra. F. P. Withington of Romford was
Κ «liter· and Proprietor·.
at 7 Jo.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at Guy Lelgb, who should have known better bat lanterns and the fire in the fireplace
30.
Covenant Meeting the laat Frblay before
7
Edwin J. Mann. enabled one to discern his neighbors and here the laat of the week.
,lia not,
FOKB£S.
Κ.
Α.
Al>
41.
ATWOOD.
*
v.
2
Λ)
UKOBUB
the 1st SuD'lay of the month at
Marian Turlington, about to be made a victim of
Several members of Warren Camp, S.
A figure «II in white brought
not otherwise connecte»! are oonllally Inv.ted
Mrs. Eva 9wlfther father's pride.
in Brunarom the piano weird music, and it was of V., attended the meeting
be loved, but having the
male
to
Aunt
Minerva,
«avance.
In
Τκκκβ :—$1.50 » year If paM strictly
Newton Cummings is at home for a
misfortune to lack lover·,
cent». (
to reoall all the superstition·· and wick Wednesday.
easy
Otherwise 1-2.00 a year, dingle copiée *
Mrs. Mildred Davis.
Rev P. M. Lamb returned Monday
abort visit from Swarthmore, Pa., where
of witchery connected with thin obmaid who la positive thatshe tales
All legal advertisements
Akvkktiskmknts
aa driver of Judge Fanny, a humble
from a four weeka' trip to New Glaagow,
for $1.30 he has employment
Is the daughter of titled parents too modest servance which has become so général.
are riven three conscctlvc Insertions
contracta Potter's touriog car.
to pat In a claim for her, Mr· Jennie Bates. Upon entering the dining room below Nova Scotia, where he hae bad charge of
per Inch In length of column. Special advertiscamMr. and Mrs. John Pierce and Mies
wade with local, transient and yearly
The mission circle of the Univeraalist bright lights and well filled table* i;reel- the music during an evangeliatic
for
er·.
Mary Pierce went to Bostoo Monday
church will hold its monthly meeting ed the guests, although here were many paign.
electric
school
The senior class of the high
a visit.
Jo· PaUTMe —New type, fast presse·,
Thursday, Nov. 10th, instead of the reminders of the season; the fruit dishes
ami low price·
power, experience·! workmen
Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis M. Thayer visit usual third Thursday in each month, on were ingeniously cut from pumpkins, held a masquerade sooial and dance at
onr budcombine to make thin department of
week
The
the
Lewiston
in
I friends
present
account of the cale and supper the and the table linen was decorated to sug- Nezinscot Hall Friday evening.
βρβρ complete aud popular.
Wallace H. Cummings, Reginald Cumthe occasion; a string of "black costumes were original and varied. A
gest
day.
previous
mings, Newton Cummings, Alfred DanMn». F. S. Brigue of Portland is visit- cats" was strum; near each table and good crowd was present and all enjoyed
•MULE COPIE·.
iels, Leon Maxim and Elliott Tripp- ing her mother, Mrs. Sara Curtis.
here also jack-o'-lanterns beamed their the evening.
cent·
the
are four
started Monday on a deer hunt in
Miss Cora E. Young of Lowell, Mass., approval. The tables were well filled,
Single Copiée of the i>emocrat
of
by
price
on
mailed
recetpt
be
Bryant's Pond.
each. They will
northern part of the connty.
and all were most bountifullv and gracewas the guest of her unole and aunt, Mr.
of patron·
the oubllshers or for the convenience
Mrs. C. W. Field and Miss Stewart, and Mrs. C. W. Dunham, from Thursday
wife of .lamee W. Power*,
Κ. Α., who
Κ.
Ο.
the
Lydi»
have been placed on
served
C.,
issue
each
of
fully
by
jingle copie*
:
Nov. 3.
who have spent the summer here, return until
•ale at the following places In the County
Sunday. Miss Young came to su- acted as waiters, and a spirit of mirth passed away on the night of
in
New
Turk.
Store.
home
their
to
< >uth Pari·,
ShurtlelTs Drug
Tuesday
the setting of a monument on and good cheer seemed to prevail, and She had been in poor health for several
perintend
Νoye·'Drug Store.
Admiral Lyon is having a new chimney the
Norway,
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seems to be
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George E. Leighton of Gilead has a Canada. They report eight incose.being
Institution for the Blind that the names
home
at
over
was
the
to
F.
region.
J.
a
new
Prof.
work
Rangeley
men
at
erecting
hunting
of
Moody
crew
trip
killed the week previous, so their buntall blind people
of
addresses
and
Earl Keniaton is recovering from an at- Sunday.
lumber mill near the railway station.
ing waa unsuccessful.
throughout the State may be forwarded tack of rheumatic fever.
Gertie George bas returned from
the
Lewisof
Misa
Harold
Keene,
manager
Geo. R. Stephenson and Mr. White
to J. Calvin Knapp, the superintendent,
sold bis pasture Auburn where she has been visiting Mr. ton branch of the Wbitten & Deonison from
has
W.
E.
Thompson
Norway are stopping at Camp No.
in order that the beuefits of that Instituon the west side of Upper Kezar Lake to
H. H. Gurney and other friend·.
Post-Card Co., was in this village the 2 for the fall. They will be joined later
tion may be made as wide spread as
Mr. Geo. S Wright of Boston.
Mr. C H. George was at Bolster's first of last week.
by Mr. Bradford and others.
possible.
Victor H. McAlaster, who has been Mills to Pomona Grange Tuesday.
Masters Harlan and Robert Dennlson
The blroh mill ia expected to start in
This is Mr. Ryan's thirtieth annual
to
Wellerthe
their
stomach,
Miss Laura Sturtevant goes
seriously ill with trouble of
of South Paris are staying with
about two weeks.
trip with the Old Farmers' Almanac. I' i* in Portland under the care of Dr.
her
will
follow
she
P.
DenH.
where
and
Mrs.
ley this week
grandparents, Mr.
is needless for him to bespeak a welGordon.
profession as nurse under Dr. Hutchin- nlson, wblle their little sister Dorothy is
come
among his old friends and crsAlbany,
son.
being treated for appendicitis in the C.
tomers, and he will be grateful for each
Herman and Alta Cummings have reWe were glad to bave * call from W. M. G. Hospital.
Eut Bethel.
new one that he can add to bis list.
turned to Gonld Academy.
A. Bartlett Wednesday; the first time
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Mitohell have
Ben Inman and Mra. Westoott bave
Denmark.
he has been out for a ride ainoe bis acciThe sign, "Elm House," was left closed their home here and moved to
to Hastings for the winter, making
dent nearly six weeks ago.
father
her
is
Mrs. C. E. Cobb
visiting
η all quite a delegation from this town.
hanging on a large elm tree when the Mexico.
a
few
for
Westbrook
in
days.
and mother
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Frost visited Mrs.
old hotel at Harmony was barned last
Ethel Conner haa been ill.
West Lovell.
Alfred P. Cobb met with a severe acwinter and has remained there ever Frost's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. KimAnnie Cummings, who has been ill
his
thumb
by
cutting
cident
Wednesday
V. H. McAllister went to the hospital
since. A stranger from Nova Seotia one ball, last week. They have moved from
with tonaUiti*, is on the gain.
machine.
In
a
and
matching
their
fingers
last Saturday for consultation. Good
Bear traeks were seen on the anow of
day last week nearly paralyzed one of Gorham, Ν. Η and will make
Mrs. Sarah Blake is making extensive Oct. 27th.
home
news from biro, and be will be
the storekeepers by inquiring of him home in Kingfleld, Maine.
is
Mr.
A.
house.
her
on
Colby
L
bir
O.
repairs
how far up that tree anyone had to climb
shortly. Β. H. McAllister ia doing
Chaa. Gammon haa taken a job of S
George Hastings, J. H. Swan,
doing the repairs.
Buck and George Haines have gone to chores.
«η·"*' «>vsme Co the hotel.
G. Bean.
been laid np
has
Alexander
C.
Fred
on
at
work
week'·
outing.
is
a
Irish
Georgie
Lake Uir.bagog for
Dayton
with a sore hand.
Alder Rivpr Grange reoently enjoyed » Chad bourne's cottage.
Governor-elect Plaisted has appointed
William A Williams, a truckman, was
W. C. Ordway is building an ice house
are
H.
MoAUiater
Rev.
J.
Little,
C.
and
R.
Byron
Ralph
as bis private secretary J. Clement Mur- very pleas&nt session.
instantly Killed at Bnckaport Thursday
use.
his
for
a
is
closed
and
as
gave
home
wtf
at
State
Academy
present
Fryeburg
deputy,
beneath a piauo which
phy of Augusta, a well known newspaper
F. C. Jewett bas got through shipping by belp;, crushed
correspondent, and dean of the legisla- very interesting talk. A lunch of coffee, on account of the diphtheria cases. ·"
fell, upon him while he was assisting
•■n fur this season.
Daniel Fox and wife of Brockton
tive reporters, though only In bis early sandwich*·, cake and fruit was served.
it. He waa 4Θ yeara old. A
W. Belcher Is putting a new ooat of moving
etc., wu at hie brother'*, G. *H. Fox'thirties. The appointment is generally The social hour with m
rein and daughter sarvive.
{lei on his house,
ν
co ma sad ed as a good choice.
weeke buntHjg.
observed

(fccforfl
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democrat

friends.
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The New England Corn Show.
of corn
The addition of lO.baibela
Is ( »er acre to the annual yield in New
there
says
the
of
One
large grower·
tbla j England would mean 11,000,000 annually
do potato rot in Aroostook County
section of tbe
I ο agriculture in thia
fear.
enhance the
< ountry and would greatly
The law court in the tout case carried
alue of Mew England farm·.
to
10 it, decide· that the law excluding
The New England corn expoaitlon
automobiles from Bar Harbor la consti- ιβ held at tbe Worcester fair groood*
show
tutional.
lie week of November 7-12 will
how that
Co. A, Second Infantry, Maine Nation ( be far mer* of New England
can be secured.
11 Guard, of Gardiner, baa been ordered , ixtra 10 bushels of corn
in
the
Leonard B. (More of Franklin, Ind.,
ilslmnded, from having fallen below
a
ι ho famous Johnson County corn belt,
of
efficiency.
standard
required
association,
< 11 rector of tbe National corn
Clarence Davidson, a Lewiston boy, ind known the world over as the "Corn
waa accidentally ahot in the right lung j
ling," ban come east for tbe express
by a hunting companion, but strangely I iurjK.se of directing tbe New England
to be
enough was not fatally Injured.
how, tbe first event of its kind
In digging a new cesspool on the farm | •old in this section of the country.
the
Mr. Clore brings with him all
of Frederick Whitney at Went Brooks·
| dea* and many of tbe featores that
ville, workmen struck a bed of graphite
of the big
about ten feet down. Mr. Whitney has | uve made for tbe succesi
have vestern corn expositions in years past.
had samples examined, and they
that every New
been pronounced of a fair quality, which 3e makes the assertion
when further dig- Sngland farmer that will exhibit at tbe
may improve in value
foot of the loming show tbe 10 best ears of corn
ging is done. Only about a
Maine New» Not··.

I

attend tbe ebow
, frown by bim this year,
I η person, make his own comparisons
what
ind go home resolved to piofit by
can inir> sees and hears at the show,
1 :rease
bis next year's corn crop by 10
1er cent.
be
Nearly 17000 in cash prizes will
and in addition
at
the
iwarded
show,
caused
summer for some str.inge reason
number of special
Orobard :bere will be a large
a serious accident on the Old
premium* in the shape of cups, agri-

dug ioto.
Edmund P. Bent, a Maine Central
at
freight brakeman, aged 32, waa killed
Gardiner Friday night by falling under
is surthe cars while coupling hose. He
vived by a wife. Bent was for some
in Portland, and last
years a motorman

]

|
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is Time to

Buy Rubbers,

prepared for the next
feet
dry and save money.
etorm.
your
Keep
snow
doctors' bills. We
than
are
cheaper
Rubbers
the
of
line
full
a
carry
them now and be

Buy

Rubbers

Maiden

for men, women and children.

These

first-

are

class goods, all new, and will wear well, and our
prices are as low ai» it is possible to make on good
You can save money and get fitted here.

goods

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
NORWAY,
Opera House Block,

MAINE.

«Tolnpliono 110-8.

bed was

line by running by a signal.
dead
Forrest Perry of Gouldsboro is
at West Sullivan from injuries received
blackwhile at work Saturday in the

smith shop at the Dunbar Bros.1 granite
of granite from a
qinrry. A fragment
the roof
he.ivy blast, came down through
of the shop, striking Perry in the back
of the head. He died Monday night.
and
He was 40 years old. A widow
four young children survive.

FIFTY YEARS AGO

there wan probably not half a dozen men in the town
of Paris that had a bank account.

:ultural implements, household goods,

jtc.
Some splendid corn has been grown
of
in New England this year as a result
the inspiration of this show, but 'ho real
benefit will not be known until 1011.
as
Tbe exposition is intended purely
and will be
m educational proposition
free from the money-making schemes

that characterize ordinary agricultural
«hows.
It lias the support of every New EngA young girl in Sanford was attacked
land governor, every New England agriand severely bitten by dogs belonging to
of agriculture,
is a fancier cultural college and board
a woman of that town, who
β very secretary of every New England
Complaint was commercial
of "spirited" dogs.
organization, every New
made, and in the local court the doge
of every master
to Kugland railroad and
were ordered killed, and the woman
snbordluate
"far as and every member of every
give bonds to keep the peace as
could grange in N· w England and this imposdogs are concerned. The dogethe
workers comprises
wo- ing list of interested
not be found by the officers, and
that
re- about everybody in New England
man went to jail rather than give the
raises corn or eats it.

|

|

it

quired bonds.

The move started in the Maine Division of Sons of Veterans to secede from
a
the national organization resulted in
Brunsspecial meeting of the Division al it
apwick last week. At this meeting
were in
peared that the "insurgents'1 not
force
the majority, but they did
action, but postponed it to give opporthe
conditions
of
tunity for a remedying
The large expense
to whic'i they object.
(alleged ίο be unnecessarily large) of
maintaining the national organization is
the cause of the discontent.

SAVES AN IOWA MAN'S LIFE.
The very grave seemed to yawn before
Robert Madsen, of Went Burlington,
Iowa, when, after seven weeks in the
hocpital, four of the beet physicians
the margave him up. Then was shown
velous curative power of Electric Bitters.
For, after eight months of frightful tuffering from liver trouble and yellow
jaundice, getting no help from other
remedies or doctors, five bottle* of thia
matchle*s medicine completely cured
liira. It's positively
guaranteed for
troubles and
Auburn is soon to have the distinction Stomach, Liver or Kidney
30c. at the C.
of having the largest silo factory in the never disappoints. Only
world. The factory will be built by the II. Howard Co.'β store.
Stevens Tank <t Tower Co. on their
Center Street lot and work upon the
facplant has already begnn. The new
in operation by
tory, which will be
Accept This Advice and Try This
March, will contain 8000 square feet of
Remedy at Our Rlak.
floor space on one floor. The roof will
Ca'arrh is a disease of the mucous
be supported by 85 truces so that there
membnne. The mucous membrane i*,
will be only three posts to interfere with
one may say, tbe interior lining of the
the work. The frama will be of steel
therefore may exist in
and the walls of boards so that in case of body. Catanb
of the system.
flre the building will not. be wholly de- any psrt
When the catarrhal poison attacks tbe
stroyed. The floor will be of cement.
and
mucous membrane, inflammation
congestion are produced and nature fails
Feeding Gray Squirrels.
poisons.
Jusî*how much the law putting a per- to throw off the accumulated
which lias been afflicted
manent close time on gray squirrels has Tbe organ
a*
function
its
to
ceases
proper
perform
to do with the apparent increase of those
Tbe result
nature intended it should.
pretty little animale can not be told; but
complication upon complication,
it ÏB certainly a fact, noted in various i*,
lead to other even more serisections of the state, and in this section which may
;> (Mictions.
easily confirmed, that they are plentier ousWe
honestly believe Kexall Mucuthan for years. While they do some
is Tone will do wonders toward overcomdamage to the farmers' crops, it
made from the predoubtful if that damage would ever be ing catarrh. It is
of an eminent physician who
of any considerable amount. As there scription
ie a made a long study of catarrh, and his
are practically no nute this year, it
was au
are going to great success with this remedy
the
how
squirrels
question
enviable one.
provide for themselves for the winter.
We want you, if you are a sufferer
A woman in Ellsworth wiites to the
from catarrh in any form, to give Kexall
American of that city as follows:
Use it
trial.
There seems to be a general impres- Mucu-Tone a thorough
and persistency for a
sion that the presence of «ray squirrels, with regularity
not
are
if
then
you
the return of which to Ellsworth after an reasonable time,
back and tell us, and
absence of several years was mentioned satisfied, come
or formality we will
in The American a few wevks ago, without question
cent you paid
should not be encouraged, as they are hand back to you every
Tbis is certainly tbe fairest offer
us.
thought to be natural enemies of birds. that
any one could make and should
This is a great mistake, for the park
of purpose. It come*
commissioners of Boston, who do every- attest our sincerity
two sizes, prices 50 cents and $1 00.
thing to cultivate bird life, also feed the in
Remember you can obtain it only at—
ns
gray squirrel", and in all the parks,
Co.
well as in private grounds in the sub- The Kexall Store. C'has. H. Howard
urbs, birds and gray squirrels live in
the same tree on the friendliest terms.
It is also said, on how good authority
I do not know, that gray squirrels cannot
live through the winter without help in
regions such as this, where the white
oak acoin does not grow. However that
I may bn, a very lean gr^y squirrel appeared one cold winter's day on the le lge of
and will be opened in the Deal's House, NorI a second story window at our house,
Chronic
attracted attention by clawing at the way, Maine, Not. 8th, 1910.
I pane. lie ate the peanuts we put nut, diseases healed by Electricity, Magnetmethods.
and the next day and every day after, at ism, X Rays and other natural
opexactly the same hour, he came with No cutting or maiming by surgical
erations. The head physician will be in
three friends.
with
all
affected
and
an
expensive charge personally,
Finding that nuts were
of hungry squirrels, we any disease which has resisted the usual
I diet for a colony
I experimented with different foods, and treatment will be welcome.
They have brought with them tbe
found that they especially liked bits of
electrical
must
poten'
cold brown bread or corn cake and small newest aud
with great success by
pieces of apple and carrot They never machine, used
failed to come until the snow had melted similar specialists in the large cities, and
and buds had started in the woods, and will bi prepared to give patienta the
before auotlier fall they bad been shot, same benefit they would receive by the
but that was before a wise and kindly greater outlay of time and money necessary in going to New York.
them.
! legislature had protected
If you aie sick and run down add
These squirrels showed uo disposition
to get into the house or do any mischief, electricity to your body and vigor, health
like their cousins, the red squirrels, and happiness will return, and with
which are nearer related to rats and some health your undertakings will succeed.
With a single application they can inlike them in their habits.
This
I am sure that any one who will pro- fuse new strength into your veins.
vide food for the gray squirrel», out of trial treatment they are willing to give
the way of cats, will be amply repaid by free.
Their methods and appliances are tbe
the beauty and graceful antics of the litnewest discoveries,
entirely different
tle guests.
No
from what you have seen before.
A Christmas Present That Means injurious results are possible for either
the sick or well.
Something
If you are discouraged and diagusted
There is one especially good thing
with taking quantities of nauseous
about a Christmas present of The Youth's
if you have learned tbe lesson
Companion. It shows that the givor medicines,
hat you cannot make health by taking
thought enough of you to give you somepoisons into the stomach, then go to
thing worth while.
The Caldwell Kleotro Magnetic Institute
It is easy to choose something costing
cure by the harmis absolutely :tnd learn bow they
a great deal more which
nature'· true
means of
useless, but to chooee a preaeut costing ess, gentle
and magnetism.
only $1 75 that will provide a long year's .issistants, electricity
entertainment, and the uplifting companionship of the wise and great, is an- 70 Acres, Stock and Crops, $1,200.
Ju*t out from Tillage adrantige··; cream sold
other matter. There is one present,
door; 20 acres In Held; ample wood an-t
however, which does just that—The at
tlmt>er; variety fruit; (!·room home, bard wood
Youth's Companion.
iloortt; 40-it. barn; the low price is only It.ftO
If you want to know whether it is ap- and If taken at once aged owner will Include 2
hay to winter, iraultry, pig snd vegetables
propriate or welcome, just visit the home cows,
for family use; for all details and trave Intr Inof some Companion subscriber on Com- structions for this and other rare
bargain», «e.·
nage V S trout's Mggeet Farm Bargain»," cop ν
panion day.
Do not choose any Christmas present free. K. A. 8TROUT, Station 214, Kent's Hill,
Ο
Maine.
until you have examined The Companion. We will send you free sample
copies and the beautiful Prospectus for
1911, telling something of how The Companion has recently been enlarged and Puts Hair on Your Head and
Keeps

FORTY YEARS AGO

there may have been a duzen.

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO

of the smaller business men began to think tbat
bank account might be a good thing for them, and
there may have been fifty people in town with check
books of their own.

«cime
a

TWO YEARS AGO
the

PAKiS TRUST COMPANY was

organized

and

TO-DAY

there are several hundred people who have check books
of their own and believe that it is a good thing to have
Not only business men, but men am!
a check account.
ministers, lawyers, schoolwomen not in business,
teachers, farmers, mechanics, men and women who
handle even a little money, have found it convenient,
safe and profitable.

IF

YOU WANT TO INVEST MONEY.
IF YOU WANT TO BORROW MONEY.
IF YOU WANT TO START A BANK ACCOUNT.

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,
PARIS.

SOUTH

MAINE.

BUTTON BOOTS

Curing Catarrh.

Are Fashionable for Fall Wear.

I have all the newest creation»
women in clotli top, pau-ut

foi

aiui

dull

Puces

leathers.

$2, $2.50, $3, $3.50. S<.

W. 0. Frothingham,
Maine.

South Paris,

1

The Caldwell

ELECTRO
MAGNETIC
INSTITUTE

j

I

j

Parisian

improved.

The one to whom you

give

It There.

the sub-

scription will receive free all the

Sage

num-

Man or woman, no matter how old
bers of 1010 issued after the money is you are, Parisian Sage, the unequalled
received; also The Companion's Art hair tonic, will make you look younger.
Calendar for 1911, lithographed in twelve
Why not go to Chaa. H. Howard Co.
colors and gold. These will be sent to :tnd get a generous sized bottle to-day,
reach the subscriber Christmas morning, it only costa 50 cents, and your money
If desired.
back if it does not cure dandruff; stop
You, too, as giver of the subscription, falling bair, or itching scalp.
It will
will receive a copy of the Calendar.
make your hair luxuriant, bright and
The Youth's Companion,
beautiful, and it is tbe moat refreshing,
144 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.
and invigorating hair dressing
pleasant
at
this
New Subscriptions Received
made. The girl with the Auburn hair
Office.
m every bottle.

Coburn Classical Institute.
Another splendid feature is to be add-

ed to Coburn's new athletic field, in the
form of a quarter-mile running track.
It is plaoned that this track shall be the
best of its kind in Maine, and inferior to
Suoh is the annone in New Eugland.
nouncement just made by Prinoipal
Stevenson, who explains that one of the
loyal friends of the school, whose name
is not to be made publie, has provided
ample funds f< r this purpose.
Work has already been begnn and
will be carried to completion as soon is
possible. The installing of each a track
will add the finishing touch to one of
the fioest athletic fields possessed any-

where by
s

a

school

or

college.

eaiZ~wôûën"votï?

they did, millions would vote Dr.
King's New Life Pills the true remedy
for women. For banishing doll, fagged
feelings, backache or headache, constipation, dispelling colds, imparting appetite and toning tip the system, they're
unequaled. Easy, safe, sore. 25c at the
C. H. Howard pharmaoy.
If

DR. KENNEDY'S

Copyright Hait Schaifurr

M»f«

TO your interest to be well dressed;
Never before lias
ours to help you.

IT'S

this store been

so

well

prepared

to

help

freshly
you dress right as now. These
arrived suits, created for us by

Hart, Schaffner & Marx,
greatest clothes

the world's
full of

are

ideas for man's peace and

new

comfort.

makers,

You'll find them different from

all other clothes.
WHEN YOU WEAR THEM
YOU'LL BE WELL DRESSED.

H. B. FOSTER,
ONE

PRICE

Norway,

CLOTHIER,
Maine.

MILLINERY !

Gall and see our line of Fall
We have
and Winter Millinery.
all the latest styles in Trimmed
Untrimmed Hats at reasonFor HONEYS, BLOOD and UVBt and
able prices.

Favorite
Remedy

Barked by over It ywus of remarkable nccctn In tbe core of Kidney,
Liver anil Blood troubles; CnnatV
pat ion and the dlteniet peculiar to
women.
Not a patent medicln*
ihe formula Is in keeping with
■triot frii'iitiilo principles. Many
pbyiieian· of tbo hirhoit ctandlne
have pnwrrlbpd Dr. David Krnn·dy'n FavoriUt H*m<ily. Thlxtatement can be proved absolutely. It
haa cured many cur· practically
abandoned. Have you dangerous
fymptom· of Kidney. IJver and
Blood trvubtr*. pain inbu k, cloudy
urine with aedlment. pain In p«w1er water.eonitlpatlon. akin crop·
,.
Dr. DavidKtnntdy tions. etc.! If to, dont delay, but
dm Dr. David Kennedy"» Favorite
Bamedr at ones. Unrt boule·, ti.o». all drutruu.
David »*—■—y Oft. Maadoat. Κ. T-. tor ttm
_

_

WHM^r.

4

MRS.

L. C. SMILEY,

(S«C€e«eor to Mlu S. M. Wheeler.)

SOUTH PARIS,

CASTORIAfifrt»"**"

ΤΙιΚΜΥν Hin /Unp Iwfkt

£££;
<*

MAINE.

The second

(Hford DenucYxt

lût

^rTfl_PARIS.

of

Mr·. C.

PA1U8

SOUTH

JfiVSiopt

J^wcept

The water in the Clark reservoir has
been drawn off, so as to till the reservoir
with fresh water.

CHCKHII.
Church. Rev. A. T. Mc
rr»t Con-frvitatfonal
Preaching service, 10:45 a. *.,
8.OC
wni.rw Pastor.11 4^
a. * ; T. P. S. C. Ε.
School
7 DO p. *.; Church
Kteulng service evening at 7 30 p. m
M
Wednesday
««ver meetln*
connected, are corlLlly In

A high school sociable waa held in
New Hall Friday evening, with a fair attendance in spite of the weather.

»

5iJ. not otherwise

Rev. Τ Ν

Kewlev, Pastor

Ray Jenne went Monday morning to
the hospital at Lewiston, where he is to
undergo an operation fur hernia.

Vkihodtst Church.
10:00 a. H..
m'.ng I'rayenneetlng
lav.
M.; Sabbath Schoo
-crv!··· 10 *■'· A.Meeting
6 ou p. m.;
nnsectfiw
'■ M
worth t.rague
Wednesday evening 7 a»; elas»·
„î*™r meeting *enlng 7 30.
«rt-dDit Μ lay
K. A. Davis, Pastor.
SSi Church, Rev.service
10:45 a. *.; Sab.
reaching
m lav.
,10
Y P. S. C. Κ. «:!3 Ρ.
I.· M
ν
« r μ
Wednesday evening
,·ι:
AU aw
Seats free.
<erv!.e 7 »'.
pftysr
M tiler,
Gore
heeler
C
Rev
*V ivewa st hurcb,service every Sunday at
•'rv.v Mng
"L.t-.r
P. C. U.
M.
T.
13
at
School
.ι. iay

li> *5 a.
It : p. «

Herbert Bartlett of Bridgton is emat the Paris Home Bakery, in
addition to the force formerly there.

ployed

Clarence Whitman came in Saturday
afternoon from a bunting trip in Andover Surplus, with a good six-point buck.
Miss Kannie Burnell of Baldwin has
been a guest at S. G. Burnell's for a few
days, returning to her home Thursday.

S

h

S Γ Α ΓΚ1> ΜΕΚΤΙΜΟβ.
-l'art Lodge, So. !M. Re«uL
1 i M
vealng on or before full moon
tn«c T;e»lv.
Mica odge, regular meet·
-Mount
I >. Γ». f
evenlnr of each week—Aurora
:
!«». T»urs
thin Monday evening*
and
ret
Sacaai; Hem.
<)' *SCfi TlOlth.
unt Pleisan Rebekah Lodae.No.
κ—M
:
0
fourth Prtdays of each
c«ts η scon, t an.!
»
Ha'.i.
a'.aio !c <» I Kellows*
Post. No. Its. meets
Kltnball
K.
ν K.—w.
Saturday evening- of eacb
ir t s: i third
u. A. R. Hall.
tn
s.mU>.
Circle, Ladles of the tt. A.
W:; K. Kimball
and third -«aturdav evenings ο»
H. meet» tlret
ArniA' Hall.
liran.l
!n
meets
efc-t -math.
*hua L. l"hanit>erlaln Camp
% of V
after the full of the
night
Tuesday
on the i!r«t
qjovD
from May 1 to Oc». 1,
f .f H.— Parts Grange,
during the
dr-t an I third Saturday;
meets every Saturday, In
the
f
year,
ré il:: 1er

Mrs. Harold C. Anderson and son Robert, of Providence, are in town for a few
weeks. Mr. Anderson will join them
later.

,
e

(J.-an^e

Hall.

Γ.O.S.C—Second
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month
F. ·.

and
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The appearance of the old Maine Farmers' Almanac in its 93d number, bearing
the figures 1911, is a reminder of tbe
rapid Hight of time.
Mrs.

P.—Stony Brook Lodge,
and fourth Wednesday

Tonth

Those who are to serve supper at PanTan Hall Nov. 15 are requested to meet
at Mrs. Annie Fletcher's Friday evening,
Nov. Uth, at 7 o'clock.

ever.
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a
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Berlin and Bethel.
who
Jam···. If.tbiusoo,

ie
•ork at K.ist >uniner,
brother. W H. Robinson.

hits

again

Mrs. Lydia Hammond started Monday
for Kennebunk, where she will make a
abort visit, and from there she will go to
Melrose, Mass., to visit her sister.
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Lillian A. Shaw, wbo has had

a

position at the Poland Spring House
during the summer, returned to her
home here Saturday.

No. 181,
eventnjr?

31. meets
f P.—Marnitn Lodge. No,
at Pythian HalL
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Mrs. H. A. Hilton entertained a few
friends at tea last Thursday in bonor of
Mrs. Geo. Erskine and a very delightful
time was enjoyed

fourth Mondays of

aels-econ!

3f

Bowker entertained
a
of a few table· Friday

Rev W. F. Berry, D D of Watervllle,
preached at the Methodist service Sonday afternoon.
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September 35, 1910,

I

Soath Pari· Sftvtnc* Bank.

Arthur Mar·too is clork in the store EXAMINATION BT SXPKBT ACCOUNTAIH
Penley ά Plu m mer.

Rachel Parlio i* visiting her
daughter, Mr*. D. D. Small, in Sumner.

KAILWAT.
ORAM» TKUNK

Commencing

itorm of tbe mion

Μη.

PAiue ροβτ orrica.
7:30 A. M. to 7 JO P. ■■

>Λο« Hour·

enow

Monday morning

Alton
with the
tbe main
that was

C. Maxim is getting along well
work of putting a new roof on
part of (lie C. F. Penley Louse,
not seriously damaged by tire.

Tbe station platform was quite lively
Monday moruiug with hunter* from the
two towes headed for the woods. Among

SHOWS ITS ACCOUNTS AND BKCVBITIKi

TO BK IN BXCBLLKNT CONDITION.

On the 20th of September, 1910, Mr.
William B. Skelton, the State Bask
Commissioner, requested the Board ol
Trustee· of the Sooth Paris Savings
Bank, which waa a similar request to
that given to all savings banks In the
state, to oaus· a trial balance of all Individual deposits, as shown by the individual depositors' ledger of the bank,
to be made during the month of September, and the said trial balance was to be
compared with tbe total, as shown bj
the treasurer's general ledger for the
same date, and to report tbe result thereof to the State Bank Department on or
before tbe 10th of October. Tbe request
to the trustees was thsttbis examination
should be made without previous notice
to the treasurer, and to be made by some
person either a member of the board of
trustees or some oneoiijside not employed in the bank.
In accordance with this request, the
trustees of the Savings Bank employed
Mr. M. R. Coding of Portland, an expert
accountant, especially of bank accounts,
to make said examination, which he
did, and reported that a trial balance of
all the individual deposits of the bank
at close of business Oct. 10, 1010, bad
been taken by him, and everything in
connection therewith was shown to be
The depositors' ledger card*
accurate.
on that date showed the deposits to be
♦372,690 71, which amount corresponds
with the treasurer's general ledger for
tbe same date.
In addition to this request of tbe
baok commissioner, Mr. Uodiog went
through a complete examination of tbe
bnnk, including the securities of all
kinds, and reported everything to be in
first class shape.
This bank during the past ten years
has gained in its deposits over one hundred and twenty-seven thousand dollars,
an
average of over twelve thousand
dollars per year, which ahowa a steady,
healthy and conservative gain. It has
in the same time distributed over a hundred thousand dollars in dividends to its
depositors and has now a surplus and
undivided profits exceeding
twentyeight thousand dollars and its securities
are all good.
the bank
This examination which
commissioner requested, or comparison
of the trial balance with the general
ledger is the same that the trustees of
this bank have made twice a year during
tbe past few years.

Sixtieth
ADDISON β.

AND ΜΛΒΤΗΑ J.

PACKARD

HAVE JOUBNITED LONG ΤΟΘΚΤΗΙΒ.

Ten year· ago we were at the golden
wedding of Addison β. and Martha J.
Packard, and now again at the end of
ten years we were a goeat at the sixtieth

anniversary. Five generation· were represented for whose earthly existence
"Uncle" Addison and "Aunt" Martha
were directly end indirectly responsible.
Child present, Mrs. Margaret E. Record.
Grandchildren, Mr. William H. and
Mrs. Ella M. Record, Mr. Warren L. and
Emogene P. Record, Mr. Addison G.
Record.
Hot present, Joseph C. and Nettle B.
Record.

Mr. Prank L. and
Belle S. Bean, Howard G. and
Margaret P. Bum pu», Missea Martha J.
Record, Edna M. Record, Theckla C
Record, Ada C. Record, Leila M. Record,
(the seven daughters on the record of
Wm. H. and Ella M.), Miss Verna E.
Record, daughter of Warren L. Record.
Misses
Great-great-grandchildren,
Ethel D. Bumpus, Doris E. Record.
Dunn.
V.
A niece, Mrs. Martha
Gaesta, Wendell L. Dunn, J. N. Irish.
One sonny October day sixty years
ago as a few of "us boys" were gathering nuts under a wide-spreading beech
that threw its shade across the "Gershom
Road," so called, or the "Packard Lane,"
this aged couple—young and newly married—passed by on their way to the
home where they have lived so long and
happily content. To them were born a
The son left tbem
son and a daughter.
long ago for a better country. The
years went on and the daughter grew to
womanhood, and in the process of time
she "roped in" one of the young nntters,
who had been set apart for the "roping"

Great-grandchildren.

Mrs.

from the foundation of the world—per-

haps.

And the years

went

And

on.

behold! another generation appeared
upon the scene—three sons and a daugh-

ter.
And the years went on. And tbe
process is repeated and will continue to
be repeated down to the end of time.
Generations come and generations go,
and thus we go on forever, bore and
hereafter. Not all are left to look upon
the fourth and the fifth generation of
their own blood as these have done.
Fifty-five years ago it was our lot to be
installed as pedagogue in the "Lothrop
ncbool." and instead of "boarding

round" we had a permanent boarding
place at "Aunt Martha's," and a perfectly satiefactory boarding-place in every
way. We often recall it, and count it as
in life's long journey.
a sunny spot
Well, nay! Couldn't Aunt Martha handle

Berry'5 Temperance Address.
those from South Paris are D. E. Dresser and Donald S. Briggs, who have gone
Kev. W. F. Berry, D. D., of Waterville, the
dough in such an artistic way that
«ne of the field workers of tbe Maine
to Upton.
tbe finished product gave tbe Inner india
addressed
Civic
temperance vidual eminent satisfaction?
League,
P. A. Millett, who two or three year*
That's
which was a union meeting of what we said. And that's what we say.
ago built the ell of a two-atory house on meeting
at
the
four
the
churches,
Congregational
the east side of High Street, in the uorth
Tbe elaborate spread on this sixtieth
The attendchurch Sunday evening.
Drake
part of the village, is uow putting on the
anniversary was sufficient evidence that
was singing by
ance was large.
There
will
of
tbe
bouse
in
front.
main
It
s»me of the descendants of Aunt Martha
who was
part
w Λ Birti'ett of Hebron,
the church choir and by the congrega- inherited her
on Stowell be a large house when completed.
gifts and profited by her
t
it.,
iiiiish-up
fr:rt
ν
ba!
tion. and opening services conducted by instructions
in so u to come
along the line of good
few w»-'i»s
A pleasant family reunion was held the
all
Hi
pastors of the several churches,
"vittles."
oue arm ie still in
to b'wn a.-aiu. th· igb
Suuday at the home of Mr. aud Mrs. L of whom participated and sat on the
Eighty-three years and eighty are the
M Tufts, the occasion being their SOih
asliog.
platform.
ages in the first generation, and just a
All
the
childien
and
few
a
anniversary.
wedding
days
j few month* in tbe fifth—the
Dr. Berry spoke very earnestly
H tfch "pent
M" K-i f
beginning
Fifwere present.
.i4t week at her home in and grandchildren
pleasingly, and with entire fairness aod and tbe ending, the starting and the
the first
teen sat down to the turkey diuner.
M
an
hour.
.Miss
S.
more
than
a
little
for
her
absence
In
candor,
firm ι. ii
finishing, and which is the better? That
in the !
Tbe ladies of the Congregational Cir- It was a logical and well-considered argu- depends, perhaps.
Wfiee.er t k her place as teacher
I
to
devoted
time
his
of
most
being
ment,
John.
the
wHI
Thursat
serve supper
cle
ninth grade
And the years go on.
veetry
attitude
Nov. 10th, at 6:45, followed by an the question of man's personal
day,
$00* m ;> uiimore auu cincnucic
ι
Hiawatha.
toward tbe drink babit. Not only from
hundred mile*, entertainment consisting of musical
er the tr pies by several
of men. but from
On Friday evening. November 11, the
selections, readings and various reasons the general knowledge
while we are fiaviug a good average
inscientific
of
Senior Class of the Norway High School
Maine, "Why we Never Married," given by the tbe careful experiments
earlv November temperature in
j young people.
vestigators, he showed not only that tbe will present Longfellow1· Indian poem,
various.
Surely weather conditions are
excessive use of alcohol is |a damage to
"Hiawatha," in dramatic pantomime,
«mucuiot
"υΓΐ uu vue
vuuivu, <
the individual and the community, but
Advertised 'e ters and cards in South
and dance at the Norway Opera
well as other building opérations, has I that the moderate use of it as well re- song
9:
Nov.
Sice
Paris p 'St
House. In the four acta of the play
been hung up more with the weather duces the efficiency of tbe individual.
Hiawatha's life Is portrayed from his
Μ'.ω Itanne Towle.
during the past week than in any Because of his community relations, no
Marsh»».
to manhood. First we see him
infancy
But we man has a right to reduce bis efficiency
Mb* Anni· it.>l)in»<>n (carl )
previous week for months.
as a child, then a little older practicing
M!» Flora K-lgerty.
I
of
even
the
need the rain, and are glad
by the use of alcohol, said Dr. Berry. with his bow and arrow; in the next
H.E Pmit
small quantity we bave so far got.
The only right course is total abstinence. Mcene be
appears at the arrow maker's
That Auburn man, who picked a houPassing to the legal phase of the wigwam, wooing the beautiful MinneMr. Park will have an auction at hi· I
and buttercups "as a
,,f
<landelions
a
relatively haha; then comes the gray and festive
,jU^t
matter, on which be spent
store on Western Avenue next Satuiday
cunositv" about a week ago, should
Dr. Berry argued
and last the dramatic
at 9:30, wbeu he will eell atop small amount of time,
the wedding feast;
have traveled around the country in this begiuning
had
he
stated,
as
that
if,
famine scene, and death of Minnehaha.
weeks, and buggy, sleigh, furniture, dishes, cloth- strongly
inthe
region during the past few
to
is
ao
of
injury
liquor
and so on. More particulars in re- drinking
Appropriate music occurs at interbe would have had his curiosity fully ing,
and the state, then the state has vals
to it can be learned from his bills dividual
throughout the play, and there
attetied without carrying any of them gard
of
sale
the
license
to
no
liquor.
right
are many beautiful choruses and drills.
and the advertisement eUewhere in this
home.
It is altogether probable, said be, that The Seniors will be assisted by a numpaper.
the prohibitory amendment to tbe con- ber of
ilnniUy evening of last week was Halpupils from the other classes, and
from
A football team, made up partly
stitution will be resubmitted to the
in fine
and the occasion did not go
Www,
aitlwat bservance. The temperature
waBild. and the young people were
Mt Travelers along the streets were
Sitit to run <>u to spooks and hobgoblin» it any corner. Most of 'he antics
were pure fun, and no mischief of any

<Mo*»4uence

perpetrated.

was

E. Murch celebrated
twenty-fifth anniversary of their
Relawedding last Tuesday evening.
Mr

an

the

l

Mrs. J

tive» aud a few intimate friends were
present, niakini: a party of about thirtvwas
live A pleasant social evening
passed, without any fixed programme,
and Mr. and Mrs. Murch received a
number of appropriate gifts as reminders
of the occasion.
Those

who

familiar

are

with

the

he'er<><;eueous appearance of the ordiuarv freight train, with cars of all
nizes. colors and conditions of servitude,
•ometmies hardly any two showing uniformity in anv re.-pect, would have been
rrires' ed with the sight of a section of a
train which went through here Thursday. In the middle of the train were
•ixteen Grand Trunk bux cars, all brand
new, all of the same size and type, with
ail »teel frames, and consecutively numbered. It was an unusual sight, and it
i» a sate gamble that those sixteen cars
never will be seen in one train again.

Several thousand young fish from the

Unite·! State· Bureau of Fisheries were
unloaded here Wednesday and taken to

Twelve cans of salmon went to Shagg Pond and a smaller
number of trout to Hall's Pond in Paris.
It it only recently that any one bas
thought <>f ilail's Pond as a trout pond,
but iju te a number of good trout bav*»
*>wn caught there this year. Apparent'J tbe tish thrive there, and with the
PWpw care it may become good fishing.
Hall'* 1' iod though small is one of oolv
two ponds large enough to put on the
map of the town of Paris, and except
Penoes«eewassee Lake is the nearest water to the village.
their destinations.

The Methodist sale in the ves'ry of the

Baptist church last Thursday afternoon

and evening was very successful. There
•ere tables (or the sale of aprons, vegetables, fond, fancy articles, candy, ice
cream, and a large department store,
•ith the usual variety of goods. The
food and candy tables were cleared out
at an
early hour, and little was left on
ttie other tables at tbe time of closing
In the evening there was music by 'hi
Mia*es Dean aud Carl Mason, with violin
P'»no and
clarionet. An
autograpt
Muilt, which was made by Mrs. A. W,
Pottle of Bucktield, and toward wbict
1 numerous people contributed, was pre
I «ented to Mrs. T. N. Kewley.
A company which filled the tables sa
dawn to the supper of the Universalis
Good Cheer Society last Tuesday even
hollowing the supper there was ar
entertainment. There were two duet
Mrs. Wilson piano, aud Miss Graci
violin. A farce, "A Pair of Bar
glar*,"
WA)| presented, the parts be
taken by Harold T. Briggs, Harr;
* Shaw, Miss Rose
Murphy and Mi«
Ediel Campbell. For the close of th
programme there was an nnadvertise*
timber in the form of a courting seen
sJt»'ch by A. L. Holmes and Mra. W. Γ
Mortoe, which was v«ry funny, and wa
'•"ceivisd with great favor.
Howar<
>w plaved
the piano for the sociabl
•hicL followed, with Misa Grace L)ea
Malting a part of the time with th
violin.

The Euterpean Club meets tlila Moi
day afternoon with Misa Tolman at he
hoœe on ρμΛια„( street. Mrs. Kastma
*
'écœurer for this meeting. The them
•a
"Nocturnes and Lullabiea," and th
programme

as

follows:

awh™»-Ciadle Sonic.

Piano Tri

Morton, Mr·. Gray. Mia Thayer.
rk.w
""'en—a Winter Lullaby,
Vocal Sol
Miss Jackson.
u
..

2*a»l-C«,„e »ooK from Bitter Sweei,
•Mvin—Wyuken, Blynken and Xo«t.

foeii

Vocal Qulntatt

* «on, Mrs. W h-tier. M lue Thayer,
^rs. Stnl ey, Mr· Burnham.
aecoii;)i*nl«t·—Mrs. Brlirs, Mist iackson
«aaaah-^r^n. Song,
Vocal Sol
■ r».

p»"5«vw.il-N,>ciu?nefBin"J'
Ml**

5»jV*
Wheeler.

/*V*·

Kaatwjn.

κ'*«-α father*»

Sel·,·.-.
jufcl

Lultatiy.

Piano Sol
Voeal Sol

Vocal «Juartet
*'··» I each. Mr·. Barnes,
Toia»B, Mrs Barrow·.
Ptaao So
In,lln—Seetaiael:! f,
_

*1·»

■wruett—υ Husk
—

4

bye. Baby.

Voeal So
piano D,

JiurtocA Mr·· Wlggin.

Dr.

NOT SORRY FOR BLUNDER.
"If my friend· hadn't blundered lo

NORWAY.

Anniversary.

thinking I *w a doomed victim of conMr·. L. H. Cuehmau entertained the somption, I might not be «live now,"
Wedand
whist
at
topper
Eight
Merry
write· D. T. Sander· of Harrodaburg,
nesday evening.
Κν., "bat for year* they eaw every atHliam Wild· and David Flood have tempt to cure a long-racking congh fail.
for
house
put in a foundation for a boat
At last I tried Dr. King'· New Discovery.
Prof. V. M. Whitman at Sunaet Cottage The effect wan wonderful.
It aoon
lake.
the
of
shore
on the eaat
•topped the cough and I am now in betthe
of
term
Norwaj
The November
ter health than I have bad for year·.
Municipal Court was held at the office of This wonderful life saver is in nnrivaled
usual
The
on
Wm. F. Jones
Tuesday.
remedy for coughs, colds, la grippe,
A number of new
routine business.
asthma, croup, hemorrhage·, whooping
entries and some old matters adjusted. cough or weak lungs. 50c., $1.00. Trial
No trials.
bottle free. Guaranteed by the C. H.
Hiram Wilds and Louis Jacque have Howard Co.
rebuilt the stone foundation to E. F.
Smith'· stable on Bridge Street.
Mr. and Mrs. John Woodman closed
their lake cottage the last of the week
50 Acres Near State Capital.
for the season. Since they sold the
hotel they have made their home at their j Just s «tep to trolley Une an<l large lake; 2.Ό
apple trees, variety other fruit»; If taken at once
cottage.
family cow, poultry, hoir, wagon*, farming
The ladies of the Unlversaflst Circle tool·, etc. aa well a* crop* for winter uae will all
400, part ca»h; for picheld an afternoon meeting with Mrs. A. be Included for onlv
ture of attractive bolldlngra, all details and travelS. Kimball Wednesday.
ing Instruction*, see page 3, "«trout'a Biggest
The Odd Fellows' Block is rapidly Farm Bargains." copy free. E. A. 8TBOUT.
45
nearing completion. The brick work is Station 314, Kent's Hill, Maine.
finished, the roof on, and work on the
Inside is being roshed forward with a

For Sale.

large

A Statement of Facta Backed by a
Strong Ouarantee.
We guarantee complete relief to all
In every
sufferers from constipation.
cue where we fail we will MPP'J
medicine free.

Rexall Orderlies are a gentle, effective,
and safe bowel regulator,
■trengtbener and tonic. They re-eetab
lisb nature's fonctions In a quiet, easy
Inconway. They do not cause any
venience, griping or nausea. They are
so pleasant to take and work so easily
that they may be taken by any one at

dependable

tone up the
any time. They thoroughly
whole system to healthy activity.

Rexall Orderlies

are

unsurpassable

and ideal for the use of children, old
We cannot
folks and delicate person*.
too highly recommend them to all sufferers from any form of constipation and
Two sizes, 10c. and
its attendant evils.
25c. Remember, you can obtain Rexall
Remedies In tbla community only at our
store—The Rexall Store. Chas. H. How
ard Co.

SMILEY

FOR

Causes Sick Headache, Nervousness,
Mrs. Lavinia Berry Ames Holt, wife
Dizziness and Biliousness.
of Charles E. Holt, Esq., after a long
Cbna. □. Howard Co. guarantees MIsickness, died at her Pleasant Street
home on Tuesday evening last, at the O-NA stomach tablets to cure

Let

us

show you

warmth, style and wearing qualities.
If you want this kind we can give you good
values at the right prices. Don't fail to visit
this

Department.
LADIES3 SUITS.

For Sale.
two-year-old

Scotch Yarn,

Spanish Yarn,
Saxony Yarn,

and Mr.

poration

length, lined

with extra

quality

tine quality, in brown, green,
navy and black, "Skinner" satin lined,
trimmed with silk braid around collar,

Serge,

cuffs and pockets; desirable style skirt
with pleating, good value, #19 50.

COATS.
COATS, fancy mixtures and wide wale
twilled, some trimmed, several styles,
$12 50, $14 75, $11 98, $18 75.

or

MISSES' (OATS in |>liin and fancy

mixtures, fancy buttons, some trimmed,
$8.98, $10.00, $12 50.
ONE LOT MISSES' COATS last season's style for le*n than liaif price, now

only $2.98, $·! 98, $4 98.

_

COATS, 2

white, red,

β years, Bear Cloth in

to

blue and lan, «2

75, $.198,

^ yj.
The NEW I'EAK\

thick and

warm,

COAT

only $4

in

white,

98.

Shetland Floss
At

Merritt Welch,

|

124 Main Street,
MAINE.
NORWAY,

Blake is from Bath. The cor
voted money for tbe purpose

Eye

The Human

MAINE.

NORWAY,

delicate organ and understood
by few.
Many good eyes Lave been ruined
is

a

by cheap,

misfitted

glasses.

THINKIVQ PEOPLE

5A Bias Girth Stable Blankets

promises

don't slip or slide on the horse,
4.
and never get under foot. The
Mr·. Geo. I. Cummings attended the
Min
device does the trick,
Maine State meeting of Universalist
leht girthing is unnecessary.
sion Circles at the Congress Square
The
All horsemen prefer them.
church, Portland, Wednesday.
Hathameeting was addressed by Miss
Buy a 5A Bias Girth for th· Stable.
the
Uoiversalist
way, tbe nifttron of
Buy a 6A Square for th* Siraet
at
Home for Girls
Tokyo, Japan.
a
has
position
■
accepted
Guy Bennett
Wes'
as general electrician, at Meridan,
Albert
Thompson. He
Dr.
for
Virginia,
week to his new
goes the first of the
PROP. TUCKER HARNESS 8TOR·,
duties.
are 91 MAIN ST..
NORWAY. ME.
George Robinson, wife and child,
Mr. Robinson's parents in Rock

do not risk their future
health to

prepared

Ïitent

incompetents.
do

to

optical

sight

During the

and

We

are

will give you
than a good

work in a

conscientious way, observing the
value of sight and applying evpry
to
proven, scientific test necessary

relieve.

JAMES N. FAVOR,

S.

next few months

more

nothing

comfort and satisfaction

HOT WATER BOTTLE.

reveal defects of the eyes.
We then prescribe glasses that will

We Sell Them—I

visiting

desired

satin, one of the best suits for all
occasions, price 316.98.
SUITS of IMPORTED CHEVIOT

CHILDREN'S COATS.

Germantown Yarn,

last spring.
An oyster supper will be served at
Concert Hall Tuesday evening bv the
ladies of the Universalist church circle.
Oysters in all ways, and other good
a social
things to eat. After the supper
hour.
The seniors of Norway High will present "Hiawatha" at the Opera House,
to be very interNov. 11. It

esting.

Suits,

that have

LADIES'

They
Massachusetts and Connecticut.
report a most pleasant trip.
are
Blake
S. Litchfield and Howard
m iking a survey for a sewerage system
for Norway village. Mr. Litchfield is
city engineer of Brunswick and Bath,

line of Coats and

our

SUITS of Venetian cloth in green,
In the prosperous village of South
and black, serai-fitted with good
navy
Western
Paris, on the western side of
value, $12.50.
Avenue, a cottage house with seven lining; pleated skirt, good
upset finished rooms,
halls and shed.
pantry,
Storm
She
extra
Serge in
years.
over
quality
SUITS,
sixty-nine
stomach or any case of indigestion, or
age of a little
There is an extra building lot, thirtywas born in Denmark July 6, 1841, the money back.
and brown, lined with
navy
black,
of
five fruit trees consisting
apple, pear,
And a large bottle costs but 50 ceota
daughter of Col. and Mra. Nathanlei
It guaranteed eatin. Thin euit only $14 98
and cherry, also blackberries.
Ames. She married Mr. Holt May 20,
There la no remedy on earth so good plum
is within two minutes' walk of the sled
SUITS of CHEVIOT SERGE with
1877, and for the past thirty-three years for 95 per cent of tbe ailment* of the
and ten from depot and poethas lived in Norway. Several operations stomach as the prescription known the factory
invisible
stripe, extra quality of imFor further information inquire
office.
at the hospital gave her some relief from world over aa MI-O-NA.
material, semi fitted coat in the
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lined throughout, large fur collar, price
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atop at relief—they are guaranteed to
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Mare,
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from the street to his front door.
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...
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!
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Upset Stomach

crew.

Warm Clothes

No Reason for Doubt

a complete
quart sizes.
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sortment in 1. 2 and 3

RICHARDS,

as-

A good one for 75 cents.
Better ones for $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.
And the best made, the KANTLEEK
and the WAMPOLE SEAMLESS at $2.00
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the
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Carpets, Rugs, Art Squares, Oilcloth,
Draperies, Couch Covers, Stand Covers, etc.
One piece Suits, Wrappers, Flannelette Ki-

J

Fleeced Skirts, Blankets.
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A young street Arab
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now.

quickly turn·
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No. 1111.—Proverb Puzzle.
In each of the following ten saying*
a word of five letters Is omitted. Wheii
these ten words are rightly guessed
and placed one below another In the
order here given the central letters,
reading downward, will spell the
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·

bis kindred
Do as most do and
speak ill of thee.
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(3) beautiful photogravures, printed on heavy
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Paul-American World's Record proves it, Seattle
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No. 1117.—Charade.
My first is as far as. my second is
a nickname for mother, and my third
la a part of the foot.
My whole ia α

The 1910 Interlocking Style

li. S. SEPARATORS

the clcan««t skimmer·, easiest ruuniug, most
easily washed and durable separator ever made.

M.

mi

DAVIS, Agent, South Paris.

L. S, BILLINGS

Lumber

™

of All Kinds fori
Building Purposes.

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Roofing.
are other makes. but Paroid is the best

L. S.

There

BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

CASTOR IA

ftflnfutsandChildrM.

Tki KM Yn Him Ahrajj Blight

®wetM·

NO.

CHERRY

Novel Acrostic:

Initials.

SOUR CREAM PIE.

Spartans. Cross
One cupful of thick eour cream, one
words: 1. Lessen. 2. Employ. 3. Otna- cupful of sugar, one egg, one cupful of
has. 4. Normal. 5. Intact. 0. Dearth. chopped raisins, one teaspoonful of cinnamon, one teaspoonful of cloves, one
7. Aeueus. 8. System.

saltepoonful of salt.
oughly and add to

Beat tbe egg thorit the sugar. Then
The
stir in the cream thoroughly.
chopped raisins should be added next,
Bake
in
a
aud
salt.
the
then
spices
moderate oven with either one or two
crusts. If baked with one crust spread
over the top just before serving a cupful
of whipped cream which has been slightly sweetened and flavored with vanilla.

Τ—"

&/#&£&<
,/0%

/

Wearproof
Waterproof

^

Rubber Footwear

We have
seen

years in
and Arctics.

hints.

way of cooking cranberries :
Place them in a granite pan large enough
ao that there may be just one layer. Add
water to half cover tbe layer, and the
usnal amount of angar. Place in tbe
! oven and bake very slowly nntil a nioe

Light, wholesome bread—flaky
pastry—cake that melts in your

mouth—all out of one sack !
That's William Tell Fiour—equally
good for every baking need.

surrounds

them.

Remove

oven, but do not touch them
Stranger—"Where can I find the new- nntil they are oold, when each berry
wt books?"
may be lightly tossed op with a fork.
Janitor—"They do be over beyant on They will resemble candied cherriee and
will have a delicious ooating of jelly.
hat impty ahelf, sorr."

Λ

)

six

coming

JAMES K.
A true copy of petition and
Attest: JAMK8 K.

[L. β.]

old,
good

years
and

Bankrupt'»

J.

3<5tf

For sale

George

complied

by

A. KENNEY,
South Paris.

A limited number of ainMtlous men of character and ability to fill portions as solicitors and
field managers.
Compensation from $15.10 to
«30.00 per week to right parties. References reW. C. Co.; Lock Box 635,
to
quired. Apply
48-4Λ
Bangor, Maine.

Everybody
BERS

to

AND

save

their

METALS

HAGS,

RUB-

for me.

DierKICT OF M^INE, SS.
On thls iind day of Oct., A. U. 1>1 ,on rt*l
It Is
lng the foregoing
Ordered by the Court, that a hearti^ t< M.!
A D.
upon the same on the 2nd day of Inl»e··.
!*
-a:
luio, before «aid Court at Portland,
t aj
aad
In
the
forenoon,
trlct, at 10 o'clock
notice thereof be published In The otfonl D»t
u!
ocrât, a newspaper nrlnted In said IMttrlct,
that all known creditor», and other perso» .:
ut
and
time
said
at
the
Interest, may appear
and show cause. If any they haie, wt.» ae
i<e gmtf
prayer of said petitioner should not
rt, that»
And It Is further Ordered by the <
Clerk shall send by mail to all knoui. orel-'Ji
a-ld.?Ml
this
and
order,
said
of
petition
copies
to them at their places of residence a· -tut*'
Witness the Hon. Ci.akknck Hall, J. Ρ
Pc"
of the said Court, and the teal thereof, at
In said District, on the 22nd day ufOd

petition,

WANTED.

Wanted.

ι

tu
District Court of the United Mate.
District of Maine
of
is
iu
g. judkiss
Rumfoni,
County of Oxforl. and Stau- of Mi'ct. b
tUi
a
•aid District, respectfully represent»,
the 11th day of May. last pa«t, he wa< da.y
.\<
u
the
of
m
under
CoDf:
adjudged bankrupt
relating to bankruptcy; that he hat luly >:r.
remlered all his property and rluhtsof pix»p«-ty,
with all the re>julrtmt u
and has fully
of said Acts ami of the oniers of Court tou· :<
bis bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he m«y be deer .-1
by the Court to have a full discharge from »:i
debts provable against his estate tate U
liankrubtcv Acts, except su<'h debts i· irt
cepted liy law from sucn dls<-barge.
Dated this I .'it h day of Oct. A. I). M
GEORGE G. JUI)K INS. Backr-i *.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.

Sheathing.
and fir.

1er thereuo

IIKWEY.Clm

In BaLkruptcr
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clahknck Halk, Judgr of iu

Also White

and cows wanted.
GEORGE M. ELDER,
South Paris.

Spruce

HKVVEY,Clerk

or

Petition for O scharge.

In the matter of
GEORGE <i. JUDKINS,

pullets.
poultry

mad· in all tlylci, from Infants' Overshoe·
to Men't Hip Boot·

Mail

promptly attended to. I also buy j
NORM AN Ν. Κ LA IN,
Poultry.
Box 817, Norway, Maine,
32-lyr.
ordern

land,

A. D. 1910.
J A M ES Ε HEW ΕΥ, Ork.
II. β.]
A true copy of petition and onler it.crtvB.
JAMES E. HEW ΚY.dirt
Attest

William Tell is the most economical
flour, toe—it makes more loaves to the
sack tlu'.n orOlnary flour.
That is because it is made from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat—richest in bread

making qualities.
a

sack from your grocer

A party line subscriber is sidetracked
while the other subscribers on his line are

today.

talking.
A special line is never
are talking yourself.

William Tell
Flour

The

special

more

in use unless you

lines in

an

exchange,

the better the service.

Don't knock the Telephone Company
because lines
The

are

reported busy.

subscriber elects which

the cost of

For Sale by N.

class

of

CUT

that

particular

class

Call up the local Manager and
get rates for special line service. It is the
best we have and the cheapest at the price.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
AND OTHER

furnishing

of service.

Dayton Bolster Co.

CONVENIENCE

Reported Busy

Your Line is

OF

MINE TELEPHONE S TELEGRAPH COM.

for Fall Planting and Winter Forcing.
FASTER LILIES, TULIPS,

NARCISSI, HYACINTHS, CROCUS,
JONQUILS, Etc.,
ft. GREENHOUSE,

THE FOLDING
APPLE LADDER

PORTER ST.. SOUTH PARIS,

Κ ILL

«id

the

Possibly you who read this have never kept
bank account. If not, let us suggest that you
try the experiment. You will find it helpful in
many ways. Aside from the fact that your money will be safe from theft and fire, such a habit
tends to thrift, economy, disipline and a general
understanding of business principles, all 01
It also affords a
which are essential to success.
convenient method for the payment of bills ; and
as

the checks

to you,

paid.

CURE

thi

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery

NONE BETTER.

with

FOR Cold!18

MADE ONLY BY

L.

F. WILLIS
WEST

Write for

JSk.

PARIS,

prices

on

&

CO,

MAINE.

all kinds of ladders.

AMP AU THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR Χ02ΓΕΥ REFUNDED.

A LOW PRICE

!V

s

ON

Wool

Carpets

close out odd patterns
ip stock.
ο

We offer you good service, courtesy, liberality and stability and every accommodation
consistent with safety.
Business (9 a. π. to 3 p. n.
j Saturday» close at 1.15 P. M.
H
Hours :
( Open through the noon hour.

Cltanm and bnuitifie. the hair,
l'roniulrt a luxuriant growlh.
Hetrr Fails to Beetore dray
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Curt» .ralp d'waaei It hair ialU.14.
iOc. And |UOal Prut»'1*·*

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

I0RWAY,

WANTED.

or

Automobile Engineer
We nee<l men to train In three weeks, for imitions paying (20 to $30 weekly.
Rasv work,
s hort hour*. Great demand now. Drlvlngand
work.
Fire
Write
of
success.
years
8 ar»ge

MAINE.1.

ow.

28-2 23

'U

Portland Ante Company,
Portland, Maine.

THE

NORWAY
OF

NATIONAL

NORWAY,

BANK

MAINE.

Oysters

supervision.

to us

they

are

SEALSHIPT OYSTERS are all
solid meats. No railroad ice "liquor"
as in common oysters shipped in open
wooden tubs.

'*4

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Chas. F. Ridlon,, ΛΕΝ

always preserved and returned
receipts for the amounts

We predict that in two years from now, tub oysters will be a
thing of the past.
SEALSHIPT OYSTERS are to-day what other oysters must
be two years from now.
The
They are shipped in air-tight, germ-proof containers.
No ice and not a drop of
ice goes outside of the containers.
water ever touches the oysters.
The containers are sealed at the seaside and remain sealed
until they reach us.

careful

4-46

and clean

are

serve as

Every mile of the journey from the shore

541m

L*\r

they

A Prediction
About

CONVENIENT.
WELL MADE,
SERVICEABLE.
UP-TO-DATE.

COUCH

ACCOUNT.

a

FLOWERS,

BULBS

THE

CHECKING

ALSO

Try this

jelly
j thick the

should

All-Around Flour

Three

! from

are

A.H. BERRY SHOE CO., Portland, Me.

Ufa

flour, salt and sugar together and turn
over the berries.
Lastly add the butter
Ely's Cream B*lm has been tried and In bits and tbe lemon
juice. Before putthousands of
oot found wanting in
on the top crust be sure to wet the
homes all over the country. It has won ting
and
to-

"I am pleased to recommend Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy as the beat
thing I know of and safest remedy for
:ougbs, colds, and bronchial trouble,"
writes Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver,
Col. "We have used it repeatedly and
t has never failed to give relief. For
tale by all dealers.

making is supervised and inspected by men who have spent
the making of the highest class of Rubber Boots, Shoes

The

NEW ENGLAND AGENTS

one

j

A. D. 1910.

Ε. T. STEARNS, Secretary.

Live

perfect organization

in the rubber business control

ever

Our list of appreciative customers
of SEALSHIPT OYSTERS is growing every day. If you want to know
the flavor of the real sea oyster—
order SEALSHIPT next time.
Our free book, "SEASIDE OYSTER DISHES," contains many fine
shore recipes. Step in when passing and get a copy.

F. N. WRIGHT, Grocer,

SOUTH PARIS,

,·_ι
»:»
sot -<t

they hate,

7989 granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, m
the Clerk shall send by mall to all k war :
79 89 ltors copies of said petition an I in:s onler, v!
dressed to tliem at their places of reildeac* u
1'remlum notes subject to assessment,.. .|5,104 90 •tatol.
5165.»
Deduct all assessment· ami payment·,..
Witness the Hon. Ci.akkm ». Hal»;, Jt Λ
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at F rt
$4,Ma 3'.' land, In said District, on the 2ind day of t.
Ralance due on premium notes
$
assets,
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 190.».
Net cash assets
φ

Every bit of material
that goes into them
is as honest and dur·
aLle as the strictest
business integrity
can command and
the biggest, most

Most Durable

Subscriptions, $5.60.

They

PIE.

press
the family medicine closet lower crust thoroughly
a place in
gether firmly.
among the reliable household remedies,
where it is kept at hand for use in treatSQUASH PIE.
ing cold in the bead juet as aoon a*
One cupful of cooked squash, two
some member of the household begins
of milk, two eggs, two-thirds of
the preliminary sneezing or snuffing. It cupfuls
a cupful of sugar, one teaspoonful of
gives immediate relief and a day or two'*
one tea.spoonful of cinnamon,
treatment will put a stop to a cold ginger,
one-fourth teaspoonful of cloves, one
which might, if not checked, besome
of salt. Tbe squash should
chronic and run into a bad case of ca- saltepoonful
be thoroughly mashed and the two eggs
tarrh.
whipped up in it. Mix together the
sugar and spices and salt, and then add
FATHER KNEW BETTER.
When thoroughto the squash and egg.
"Father, this book says that woman I*
ly mixed add tbe milk and atir well.
a puzzle without an answer."
This should be baked with one crust and
"Well, son, all I've got to say is that in a
very moderate oven.—Housekeeper.
the man who wrote that book didn't
know your mother."

In Interest, may appear it :
place, and show cause, If any
the prayer of said |>clltloner

29 89
50 00

Urosi cash

service he will take and rates are based on

row.

STRAWBERRY

LOVELL, MAIN·.

also

1*1 K.

minutes.

—

Bankrun.

ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΒΕΟΧ.
DISTRICT OK Maine, SX.
On this 22nd day of Octolier, A I). l»IO, ot
reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hiarlnjt U h»4
a d
upon the same on the 2nd day of l>r»
lain, before said Court at Portland, li, til l UU
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, and n
notice thereof lie published In The <jxf
Democrat, a newspaper printed In -ti Ditirtt,
and that all known creditors, an I other pert·.:,!

FOR SALE.
Horse, good worker, lively driver,

Ask Your Dealer for MALDEN RUBBERS

Order

Three cupfuls of sour pitted cherries,
Kay to Puzzledom.
No. 1101.—Mixed Syllables: Conceal, one cupful of sugar, one tablespoonful
of butter, two tableepoonfuls of flour,1
relate, belong, helpless
oue teaspoouful of lemon juice, one saltHeai.
eat;
No. 1102.
Beheadings:
of salt. Line a plate with pie
spoonful
grove, rove; dear, ear.
sift a bit of flour over the bottom
paste,
No. 1103.—Charades: I. Saw. sage- and then turn in the pitted cherriee. Mix
2. Moon, stone—moonstone. the flour and sugar aud salt together aud
sausage.
4. Top, ham. cover the fruit with it. Place bits of
3. Try, dent- trideut
butter about, eprinkle the lemon juice
purr—top-hamper.
No. 11U4.—Hidden Cities: Annapolis, over, add the top crust, moisten and
press tbe edges firmly together and bake
Pektn. Bremen. Thebes.
for tweuty-five
in a moderate oven
No. 1 KO.—Pictured Words: Rip Van

re.)ulrerr.«cti

Chester pign, four weeks old Nov. 5
44cf
J. M. THAYER, I'ariu Hill.

Subscriptions, $2.ôO;

Discharge.

J«

MUTUAL

I

>

trlct Court of the United Sup·- f.,r tLt I/IiMm
^
of Maine:
nil ARLES M. GURSEY.f Hartford, In ta
L County of Oxford, and State M Mdu
In aald DUtrlct, res|>cctfully reprcse... il*i
the 23rd day of October, l'.tia, he wu .lor
the Art- ofConfrti
adjudged bankrupt, under
relating to Bankruptcy; that he ha» .luly t_.
rendered all hie property and right* of prownt
and has fully compiled with all ti e
of aald Acta and of the order» of Court tou t:^
hie bankruptcy.
Wherefore he praye, that lie may be d*crt»l
by the Court to have a full discharge from m
debts provable against his estate under mi
bankruptcy Acts, except auoh debt» a»*rtncepted uy law from such discharge.
Dated this 20th day of Octolier, A it. lalu.
CHARLES M GURN'EY,

INSURANCE COMP'Y.

assets

Petition for

In Bankr..»,
GUBSEY,
Bankrupt. )
To the Ho». Clarence Hale, .lu '.ft oft».- ο·,

Condensed Statement of the

Grey horse,

ΐ

2.

Bankrupt'»

In the matter or
CHARLES M.

¥ XECUTIVE Depabtuknt, I
Augusta, Oct. 28, 1910. (
Notice Is hereby given thit a petition for the
R.
Fogg, a convict In tin*
pardon of Maurce
Ox fori County Jail, under sentence for the crime
a
<>f Maintaining
Liquor Nuisance, Is now «ending before the Governor and Council, and a
be granted In the Council
will
hearing thereon
Chamber at Augu«ta, on Ti'csda-., the twentynext, at 9i'0 o'clock a.m.
of
November
ninth day
J. E. ALEXANDER.
44-4)
Deputy Secretary of State.

weigho 1300, eouud, kind
worker. Raised by owner.

Jibuny· Ν. Y.

there.

Year in and year out they run without a hitch, ever making
\\'e sell them, you need one.
money, never making trouble.

T.

ΙΊΕ.

iv?

State of Maine.

For Sale.

LUTHER ÏUCKZR & SON,

1.

ATT

Αττκβτ:—('ΠΑRI.es F. WHITMAN,Clerk.

All other

discharge.

Bankrupt
THEREo.V

thereon.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 190».
Cash In office and bank,

Ustput,^
h«h2

Dated this »th day of October, A. D.
law
J. CARROLL SWEATT.
ORDER OF NOTICE
D18TU1CT OF MAINE. 88.
On this «Hh day of Oct., A. I). Mo, od
r*<
in* the foregoing petition, It lsOrdered by the Court. That a hearing
I* tu.
iDon the aame on the ath day of
Dec,
1910, before aald Court at Porllan l,ln ulj 1.d
Irfct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and DUnotice thereof be published In the Oxford t>K
ocrat
--«••t, a newspaper printed In said District.
m
that all kr.own creditor*, and other
person»
Intercut, may appear at the -al time ud cL.^
and show cause, if anv they have, whv th« ιί,'
sr of said petitioner shouM n,H be grante·'
And It la further ordered by the Coun Tlu
the Clerk shall «end by mail to all known'
Itore copies of said petition and this order Lt
dressed to them at tnelr place* of resMtt»» Y,
stated.
Witness the Hun. Clarence Hau Iiv·.,
of the aald Court, and the seal thereof »·
land, In said District, on the ."Ah da» at
A. D. 1910.
JAMES E. llKWEY, Cert
[L. 8.J
Λ true copy of |>eiltton and order thereoAtteet:—JAMES K. HBWET Ork

Ea-t Stoncham, In satd

LOVELL

u,

oftheort«,o<

at some contheir witnesses will be had
such
venient
place In the vicinitythe and
In
premises
taken
treasure*
ulher
And
aa the commissioners shall judge proper.
It is further Okdebeu. tbat notice of the time,
meeting
tnc
commissioners'
of
plaee ami purpose
aforesaid be given to all persons and corpora
of
lions interested, by causing attested copies
to be
said petition, and of this order thereon,
Stoneserved uoon the clerk of tbe Town of
linin, and also posted up In three public
three weeks
places In said town, and published
a news
successively In the Oxford Democrat, of Ox
t>a|>er printed at Paris, In said County
and each
said
of
first
the
publications,
ford,
of the o'her notices, to l>e made, serve· I ani!
tnlrty days before said time o<
posted, at least end
tliat all persons and corpora
meeting, hi the
tlons may then and there appear ami shew cause,
If any they have, why the prayer of said petl
tloners should not be granted.
Attest:—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said petition and order of court

FIRE

u

■eaulrementa of »ald Act* and
jourt touching hU bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That be
may t* a.
•reed by the Court to nave a full
«lUchar»
ill debta provable against hit estate
unitr
bankruptcy Acte, except such debts u a« ul<
law from such

at nice of the
County. November 29. 1910, nest,
to vie* the
clock, A. M.. and thence proceed
mute mentioned In sal·! petition; linmedlatelv
an<l
after which view α bearing of the parties

43-46

■will be mailed fr-? eu request. It will pay anybody Interested in t:v \v_y iu country life to
send tor th. in. Address Die· publishers :

cupfuls of hulled strawberries,
cupful of sugar, one tablespoonful of
flour, one tablespoonful of butter, one
saltepoonful of salt, one tablespoonful of
Young Bride—I didn't accept Harry lemon juice. Line a pie plate with rich
the first time he proposed.
Spriukle a little flour in first
paste.
Miss Ryval—No, dear; you weren't aud then turn in tbe berries. Mix the

are

f.'EWSpapsr,

meringue.

"I do not believe there is any other
medicine ao good for whooping cough at
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy," write*
Junction City,
Mr·. Francis Turpio,
Oregon. This remedy i· also unsurpassed for colds and oroup. For sale by
all dealers.

it.

South Paris.

SPECIMEN COPIES

Two cupfuls of rhubarb, one cupful of
sugar, oue-balf cupful of chopped raisins,
one tablespoonful of fl >ur, one egg, one
tablespoon of butter, one saltspoonful of
ealt. Stew the rhubarb and the raisius
in a little water and when soft add one
cupful of sugar mixed with one table
spoonful of flour, one beaten egg, the
salt and the butler. Line a deep pie
plate with paste, over which sift one
tablespoonful of flour. Add the mixture
and bake. When done, cover with a

Bafkward and Forward
No. 1107.
Puszle: Noon. Eve. Hannah. Anna.
Subtractions: Aliment,
llt)S
No.
menial, alien, line, lie. i.e., 1.
Charade: Sliver. Ink,
1 ΙΟί»
No
stand; stiver Inkstaud

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM
By using

KHUBARD

nasal consonant.

Winkle.
No. 1100.

US

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

Four Months? Trial Trip 50 cents.

with which bas been mixed one tablespoonful of flour and the salt. Stir in
one thoroughly beaten egg and place all
together iu a deep plate lined with paste.
Add the butter Ust and cover with a top
Bake in a moderate oven.
cruet.

My eecond
My
Indicates there Is more to come.
My
third is coudeused hot water.
fourth Is a pet animal. My fifth is a
My first Is

Leonldas; third

U.S.

Send for Catalogue.

1331

GT' Subscription- taken at t^s office.

SO.

Mexico,

State of Milt?
a&ld Dlitrtct, reapectfully
represent»
,D the 80th day of October, 1M,
luly adjudged bankrupt, under tbt i$. Z
ίοηρβββ relating to Bankruptcy; that
luly surrendered all hi* property
property, and da* fully complied aadrlihuTf
with all Ζ
η

»

l'art eu »t

L

of C

MACHINES.

SPEC I AIL IIWDVCi^SiNTS to RAIS·
EUS OP LABGEa t'H'US.

cupfuls of rhubarb cut in small
one cupful of sugar, two tablespoonfuls of ttour, one egg, one tablespoon of butter, one saltepoonful of salt.
Wash, peel and cut into small piece·
enough rhubarb to make two large cupfuls. Into this stir one cupful of sugar

Conundrum·.
Wnen
When are men like grain?
bearded
What gates are like church bells)
Toll gates.

store

New York

Fi» β

pieces,

vegetable.

Ferruzi

STANDARD
SEWING

ESTABLISHED

1rs'υ

Two

air,

No. 1116.—Diamond.

We will send,
of three

RHUBARB PIE.

A thousand to a donkey
Of magnitude will be.
A hundred to a monkey
Juts out into the sea.

Your favorite local paper.

Each

(Incorporated)

tbe applet· and place in a plate lined
with pie paste. Sprinkle over tbe cupful of sugar and dot tbe whole with the
butter, adding the cinuainon or nut mes;
and tbe tablespoonful of water last.
Cover with a top crust and bake in a
moderate oven from tweuty-five to thirty-five minutes.

lu this rebus each picture stands
for a word. There are as niauy letters iu eueli word as there are figures
The whole toL>eueath the picture.
gether form a sentence of thirty-four

septed by

IB n.,.

B4BkrB*y.
λ».,.
SUti IOrU>,Dl^a
thÎS?1**

Bankrupt. )

Γο the Hon. Clakence Halx, Jadn
trie» Court of the United
fc»
of Maine:
Τ CARROLL 8WEATT of
J, County of Oxford, and

STATE OF ΜΑΜΕ.
COUNTY ΟΓ OXFORD, aa.
ses
Board of County Commissioners. September
Dion, 1910; beld by adjournment Oct. 18,1910.
evisatisfactory
UPON the foregoing petition,
the petitioners
dence having been received that
Into the merit·
tbat
and
Inquiry
are responsible,
It la Okdebkd,
of their application la expedient,
meet at the store
that tbe county Commissioners

Standard Oil Company

Si* tart

Five added to a rabbit
Goes winging through th·
While tifty to a habit
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LEMON PIE.

JJlrr
season

eggs,

The juice of one lemon, one large cupful of sugar, butter the size of a walnut,
two tablespoonfuls of flour, two eggs,
one cupful of hot water, one saltspoonful of salt. Mix the flour with the salt
and sugar and add to tbe beaten eggs.
Melt the butter slightly and with the
juice of the lemon and a little of the
grated peel, together with a cupful of
hot water and a pinch of calf, add to the
beaten eggs. This can be baked with
two crusts or with one with a meringue

CDCf

subscription

<

y

thirds of a* cupful of sugar, a pinch of
No other paper pretends to ccrnparu with it
salt, a teaepoonful of vanilla. Moisten
In qualifications of editorial staff.
the grated chocolate with a little of the
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree
milk and melt. Beat this up with the
of completeness not even attempted by others.
eggs and sugar, add the salt and the re»t !
Flavor
of the milk slightly warmed.
KN'DISPENSABLi: TO
with a teaspoonful of vanilla, pour into
RESIDENTS
COUNTRY
ALL
bake
a plate lined with a rich crust and
When cold
the same as custard pie.
WIIO Wisn TO
cover with a meringue.
KEEP I'P WIT Π TIXE TI TIES.
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F or pains in the side or chest (lumpen
piece of flanuel with Chamberlain's
Liu ment and bind it on over tl>·· seat <>f
For
pain There is nothing betti-r.
«ale liy ail dealers.
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Scientific American.

My first is a piece of furniture on
which to louuge.
My second Is a
sceut.
My third is the fuzz on the top
of liquids.
My fourth is extremes of
the body.

bringing the largest number

begin to

this

has been cooked too long.
ipecial
In making a pie with two crust* be
sure that incisions are made in the top
crust in order that the steam may escape
clr
Λ handsomely Illustrated weekly. largest
s
When making pies if you will grease
••illation of any sclentlOc Journal. Terms, 93
newsdealers
all
Sold
by
will
months,
11.
it
four
little
butter
:
year
the pie plate with a
and
brown
361
crust
Broadway,
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make the bottom
and thus prevent the crust from becomBranch OOce. 825 F St., Washington, D. C
I
be
removed
also
can
The
soft.
pie
ing
1
much more easily from the plate if this
1
la done.
CUSTARD PIE.
Three eggs, two-thirds of a cupful of
sugar, one pint of milk, a saltspoonful of
salt, a dash of grated nutmeg. Beat the
eggs with the sugar and add the salt.
Slightly warm the milk and stir all together. Pour into a plate lined with a j
rich crust, dust over with grated uutmeg,
place in a moderately hot oven and remove as soon as the pie is set.
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that
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smoking

Miss KMmi—Dick xayx that this rose
in m y liair makes me look ten jear*
pounger.
Mi«s younger—Gee! Why don't you
jet a coup lu mure?

whites of three e£ge until stiff, add
gradually four tablespoonfuls of powder
ed migar and flavor with either lemon,
vanilla or nutmeg. The meringue of this
kind should be cooked about
eight:
minutes in a moderate oven. If it i« re- j
moved before thoroughly done the · ggs !
will liquify; if the meringue is tough it

ship.
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temperature.
In making meringue for piee bent the
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"Going
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should the water be ice cold.
Never put pie pâme directly on the
ice. It' it ie necessary (or it to stand for
a abort time, fold in a cheesecloth, place
in a covered diab in a cool place.
In baking a pie with two crus's be
sure to moisten the edge of the under
crust with water before putting on the
upper crust if you would prevent your
pie from running over.
If the pie plate is dusted with flour
before the paste is laid on the plate there
will be no difficulty in its easy removal I
The oven should be piping hot when a !
pie in first put iu'o it. Then the beat
should be numerated after the first three !
All egg and milk comor four minutes.
binations should he cooked at a low

Meanwhile a morning song, 'tis clear.
Into an ocean changes here.

Free!
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PIK PASTE.

Sift into two capfula of pastry flour
one aaltapoonful of aalt, and one-fourth

more
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Pie Pointers and Pies.
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Chamberlain'· Stomach and Liver Tabeta do not alcken or gripe, and may be
»ken with perfeot safety by the moat
lelicate woman or the yonnseat child.
The old and ieeble will alao find them a
noat suitable remedy for aiding and
itrengthefilng their weakened digestion
tnd for regulating the bowela. For aale
jy all dealers.
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